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EDITORIAL NOTE
The Association of Retired Flag Rank Officers (ARFRO) in Sri Lanka

This is the fourth issue of the journal of the Association and it is indeed encouraging to note the progress
::-::e bv the Association during its short period of existence.

The meeting of the Worldwide Consultative Association of Retired Generals and Admirals (WCARGA) was
':.1at the Taj Samudra Hotel, Colombo from to March 2000. The entire conference, accommodation, tours of
:e "egates and airport arrangements were handled by ARFRO. All participants from all parts of the globe were
lppreciative of the arrangements made and those ARFRO members who were responsible for the arrangements
:rle to be thanked and congratulated for the excellent organisation. It is indeed a great feather in the cap ofARFRO
; rtch was inaugurated only four years before to be able to put on such a splendid show and raise sufficient funds
::cm WCARGA and other sources to host this conference. The assistance given by the Army, Navy and Air Force
r:t tJris connection is gratefully acknowledged. The conference theme was "The Changing Role of the Military in the
i:obal Sphere". Its proceedings are published in this journal. "The Colombo Declaration" at the end of the confer-
:r.:e embodied the decisions and resolutions adopted at the conference. The hightight was the decision to intro-
: ..rce a 'Peace Award'. The details are contained in this journal. These resolutions were endorsed by all present and
! rpported in all by forty five retired Generals, Admirals and Air Marshals from about thirty countries. It was decided
:,: hold the next meeting in 2003 in Jordan.

The President of ARFRO was elected one of the five global representatives of the 'steering Committee' for the
Feace Award. This committee met in London in July 2000 and endorsed proposals prepared by David Wardrop, the
I'dministrator and Coordinator of WCARGA. He has made contact worldwide and has established an e-mail contact
.}FO @ WCARGA. ORG.

ARFRO Activity
Throughout the year various eminent persons addressed AITRFRO on a variety of topics. Those addresses

.:e reproduced in this journal. We are encouraged by the presence of several serving officers at these lectures and
::e glad that we helped them in their professional education by this means. There was no special subject for study
f"is year, because of the WCARGA Conference and its special theme requiring deep study in itself. Seventeen
:::embers of ARFRO actively participated at the WCARGA conference in March 2000.

ARFRO representatives also actively participated in the discussions held at the Organisation of Professional
.{ssociations, prior to the discussion in Parliament on the Constitutional Changes. A "working paper" prepared by' t. Gen. J. E. D. Perera entitled "Some measures for ending the present Armed Conflict and Ethnic Disharmony"
:ublished in this journal) was accepted by the OPA and submitted to the President of Sri Lanka and the Leader of

:he Opposition, together with some other contributions by other OPA members on subjects such as "Devolution"
''Electoral procedures" "Law and Order" etc., etc.

The "Counselling Service" sponsored by ARFRO, ably led by Air Vice Marshal H. Goonetilleke continues to
:unction actively. A full report on the activities of this service is published in the journal.

ARFRO held four very successful social events during the year. In March 2OOO, at which members of the
Jplomatic corps, civic and military leaders and ARFRO members amongst others met with the delegates to WCARGA
3: two receptions viz. at the Taj Samudra after the colourful opening ceremony and at the end of the conference
rrother large reception was held at the Hotel Lanka Oberoi. At both these functions there were cultural shows.
)elegates were greatly impressed. Two other successful functions were held in April 2000 and December 2000 at
u hich members and their spouses met and dined together. These functions help retired persons to reminisce on their
''service lives" and renew old friendships.

The Commanders of the Army, Navy and Air Force have always given their unstinted support to ARFRO. By
;ourtesy of the Commander of the Army and with the support of the Commanding Officer and staff at 4 Engineer
R egiment, the officers mess and office accommodation facilities are made available to ARFRO at Kirillapone Camp.

ARFRO intends launching two projects in year 20Ol viz. on "Environmental Protection" a subject on which
\{ajor General Eustace d' Souza, a retired Indian Army Officer, who attended WCARGA, lectured some training
institutions. The other being "Teaching ofEnglish" to chlldren ofdeceased service persons. A project which Lt.
Col. A. A. de Alwis the head of the English Language Department at the Sri Lanka Military Academy is helping to
spearhead.
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In ORLD. \!'IDE CONSLTLTATM ASSO CIATION OF RETIRED ADMIRALS
LII:TX GE\-ERALS (WCARGA) CONFERE,NCE HELD AT THE TAJ SAMUDRA

HOTEL COLOMBO 27.3I MARCH 2OOO

WELCOMEADDRESS

of

Lt. General DsNrs Psnrna VSV D Litt FBIM President ARFRO

H,"r" Harbottle, Excellency, distinguished ladies

,unnrrr,r lnmn:ucnen. Commanders of the Forces, our guest

ruiuw,,rrlms lrcrm overseas, members of ARFRO andtheir

lLurrsuri I nrsh to welcome all of you and in particular
dtri :{,"nrtmftle who is the widow of the founder of
1,, rJt 3A. She has come all the way from England, We

l]lilu:ri ,1 :ir.!'r,'erJ,much for having come across here and

ur:: iri.ff'.hat u'hen she speaks to us she will give us an

rriximr*r:[ address. I am sorry to inform you that when I
{At|'lrl rr:[ne last night, I was informed by Mrs. Mendis
:tug lt'r' \ernon Mendis has collapsed earlier in the

:',nn,lg and he was rushed to hospital and he was

tr:lflnfiS tc be fit to be here today but the doctors have

,nu,rj 
-:rr: -' So may we wish him well. Those of us from

ru *.u:Ja know what a flamboyant speaker he is, we
,l*sl l,:.:Ling forward to his speech and especially those

itucg:llis tiom overseas would have enjoyed listening
. Ir ]r{endis who is one of our distinguished diplomats
mr,,r" ireading the Diplomatic Training Institution. So we
s ]rit :rm u'ell and we are sorry that we won't have a
ur',T:(e speaker today because there was hardly any

:::nE :c, ask someone to substitute at this stage.

I u'elcome you all to the opening of this conference

:ne :merne of which is the "Changing role of the military
:r me Global Sphere."

I must welcome in particular our colleagues from
,,tl-i.e,as who are here today and those who will arrive

n 5e course of today as a result of flight changes. We
jst i.lrr)' that some who were due to come have been

m*rrod from coming to Sri Lanka, perhaps by the recent

&r, erse publicity of the security situation here. Despite
'mee disruptions to normal activity you will find in the

:r:r;:se of your stay here that Sri Lankans are warm and

:,:r!.pitable people and the country which has an ancient

'rllrs;iln and culture has natural beauty. I wish you all a
rEr] pleasant stay here and I have no doubt you will
I,rnt to come here again.

In the next few days we will be discussing and

: r-amining a variety of situations which engage the

::irtary into action in the contemporary world. Tenorism

el'd counter terrorism loom large in this scenario.
l:rrorism is a scourge afflicting many countries
:cpresented here and of course most virulently so in Sri

,-rnlia. We have many persons who are here who have

wide experience in peace keeping operations and the

discussion on this topic will be quite lively. Those of us

from the developing world are aware of the impact
poverty has on national security and we will be
discussing this fact of life. Cross border problems

amongst nations cause tensions and armed conflicts
arise" We will be examining the implications of these

disputes. The South Asian Nuclear issue will also

feature in our agenda. To lead us on to these and other

topics we have eminent speakers from Sri Lanka and

abroad who will address the conference on these

matters. Discussions will follow these addresses and

our objective of the changing role of the military in the

future will be borne in mind throughout.

We have at our previous gathering in ARUSHA
Tanzania two years ago accepted the fact that following
retirement from active service that although our national

cultures differ greatly, we have acquired a common
culture that enables us to understand one another and

to develop an informed knowledge and consider also

how our collective skills may be deployed for the

maximum benefit to the global community.

In this context it is our endeavour to encourage

new thinking and new concepts of global security which
go beyond purely military considerations but, embrace

also economic, humanitarian, social, ethnic and
environmental considerations.

We will also discuss in the course of our
conference new initiatives for a Peace Award. Awards
that recognise the achievements of those who work in
the cause ofpeace are rare. In 1988 on the occasion of
the 50'h anniversary of U.N Peacekeeping, the United
Nations awarded the first Dag Hammarskjold medals to

three individuals. Thereafter there has been no award.

The initiatives of military institutions and serving

units do not qualify for such awards. Yet military personnel

participate in peace oriented studies and similar initiatives

worldwide and their experiences often influence doctrine.

There is however no recognition for their contribution of
ideas and capabilities. In this millennium year designated

by tle U.N. General Assembly the "Year for the Culture
of Peace' we believe we should address this matter and

establish a'Peace Award.'



In all these spheres it is necessary to alert the

intemational community to the need for early warning

systems which identi:fy tensions. During the past few

decades technical advances in the gathering of
electronic and signals intelligence were so impressive

that governments were led to believe as scientists

produced their expensive miracles that machines alone

could do the job. The role of 'human int,' the gathering

of information by people was downgraded. The Gulf

war demonstrated the failure of this assumption,

because although the pilots ofthe attacking forces flew

with great skill they were deceived by the cunning of

those who devised the replicas and camouflage of

arsenals and production units. What becomes clear is

that there is no substitute for Human Intelligence, the

oldest information gathering device although

technology no doubt is of valuable assistance.

The classic role of the 'Profession of Arms' is to

bring order where there is chaos' This remains true

whatever the circumstances are, and our deliberations

at the end of the conference I am sure will take

cognisance of this fact.

'Peace' is the cry of all afflicted persons but that

does not necessarily mean the elimination of the military'

or the unrestricted reduction of forces. The Peaceful

uses of Military Forces is a well established tradition

and Military Forces are as important in peacetime as

they are in time of combat.

I will conclude by quoting President Franklyn D"

Roosevelt in this connection. He said "Peace, like u'ar.

can succeed only when there is a will to enforce it and

where there is available power to enforce it."

I thank you all for your presence and I have no

doubt that this conference will be of immense value not

only to the participants but to the countries we represent

and through them to the world at large.
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tt r..,il"lr { C,;r,nference tContd)

ADDRESS BY CHTEF GUEST
Mns. Ernwsr,N Hensor[r

-: -.:": i. Perera. Excellency, distinguished guests
; :i Llr:itcer friends, good friends. My mind

,,,i, . ,i, :E;k lTyears,April l9S4tothefirstmeeting
' : r**rals for Peace and Disarmament. And for

,- '; ho don't know their history, briefly I will
- :..j :: has been a little, that it was my husband

' " : - :.: in the early stages reached the conclusion
- - ;:. .'t as enough. The atomic clock was set at2

' : - r:rdnight by the World's scientists and it
', * : :: r senior retired officers of NATO and the

" ; ,: , ?::r ro sit down and talk about a new way
' . -':, : rrr:rp€ was our common home, my Michael

, -': :I uas interesting, this was one of several

- .:' " rrch later on Mr. Gorbachov picked from the
,,. ',i:i:-ents of their 3 day annual meetings from
' - -::r. 1989. The last one was in Warsaw and the
::" * :ie in a little village outside Vienna and it has

' r *:, rapFlorteur, honorary, because there was never

" * -ei to pay anybody so I did it for love and it
,: .{nd yes there were quite a lot of lengthy

'* ".. r:pared statements but over three day meetings

- -:r't go on reading prepared statements. Their
-: 'e 

deepened in import and just in common sense

- . -",e :hey knew better than most, the waste and the
r ":":, :,f rvar and young lives. And each year they
' r : r pv of their final statement to the UN Secretary
"-:::- and to the heads of their respective

::-'r.ents.

liel' were well received in the NAIO and the

' *-,:; Treaty countries but accorded scant respect I
" 
* i:::.:l in our countries in the West. Cloth ears they

" :-: 3 ut what was more important was their effect on
" . - ; ,,,pinion because independence of mind tends to
",t ,-,i of the first casualties of war and despite the

,::- rrternational peace movement many people were
; err fearful of speaking out of challenging the

rn::-::ied wisdom of the time, But when they heard
.: ::i Generals and Admirals daring to speak out,
;;-':.s ro challenge the accepted political thinking, well
:",: i i,rck heart. After the fall you might say of the Soviet

::em. members of the group believed that they still
': '. some role to play but that a whole new canvas
*:s lhere on which to portray a better model for
r*:-reving better world security. And this was a holistic
: -:c€pt which General Perera has already alluded to in
*:r;h environmental and economic security assumed

equal importance with conventional military political
security and there was a 4th imperative and that was

the security which lies in the well-being of ordinary
people.

And may I digress just for a moment because one

of the most telling definitions I have heard comes from
a friend Sarah Parker, a well known environmentalist in
Europe. "Security," she said "is measured by the
numbers of people who are happy to stay where they
are because what they want is there." And when one

considers the numbers of displaced people now which
I have heard is more than 50 million either through

environmental disaster or through war, that is quite a

statement. Security is measured by the numbers of
people who are happy to stay where they are because

what they want is there. To continue the story of the
Journals, with the end of the Cold War, it was decided,

as General Perera has said, to widen the membership

not only of the two blocks but world-wide and so that is
how the World-wide Consultative Association of
Retired Generals and Admirals came into being and it is
an awfully difficulttitle so wecall themWCARGA and

that's easier.

The first two meetings were held in London the
first one actually in 1993 and the second in 1995 and at

that time I and members of my family, my daughters, my
grandchildren helped Michael with the organisation.

We didn't have this generous support of the military
that we are enjoying here in Sri Lanka today. And then,
as everything was going ahead very well for the Arusha
meeting scheduled in 1997, one catastrophic day my
Michael suffered a massive cerebral haemorrhage and

within one hour he lost consciousness and never
recovered. And so that was indeed a shattering blow to
us all but David Wardrop over there stepped in to save

the day. He had been working with Michael for the
Arusha conference and has long been a colleague and

a good friend. And there is an immense tribute I think
we must pay to David. So following a 6 months
postponement in the spring of 1998 two years ago, we
had that first excellent meeting outside Britain in Arusha

in Tanzania and it was a very, very interesting time. And
now we come here to the sub continent to a different
challenge to security may be, although it seems to me

that the basics are the same, environmental, economic,
military political and the well-being of ordinary people.



- And the psyschology of how we think about all this,

how we think in a wholistic way and as I have a few

more minutes originally allotted to me I'11 tell you that

over the last year I have been privileged to meet the

most extraordinary teacher' His name is Stafford Beir'

He is a Professor. He is one of the World's best known

cyberneticists I believe. Now I know nothing about

cybernetics and when I read his books I have to have

the Oxford dictionary by my side, words, because there

are such big words that I do not understand but I can

understand what he is talking about. He is talking about

holism and I have initiated four workshops over the

past year to look at this integrated matter of security'

What is security and one might say that there, the red

ones, are the military and the politicians and they are on

top, they are the ones who call the shots, okay they do,

but what goes on round about, there is economic

security and my goodness me, if one reads any kind of

financial column these days one knows the insecurity'

It's worse than the South Seas bubble, people say, al1

this money pushing around by Internet. Nobody knows

where it's going to land you know or whether it's going

to run away, blow away. Where is our economic security'

Is that more important than military security? And when

one reads about what happened in Mozambique, in

Orissa, in the earthquakes in Turkey and Greece, is it

not environmental security which is uppermost and then

the way one thinks how imperfect our thinking is how

stupid we are to put ourselves in academic boxes, the

history box, the science box, the arts box' Indigenous

peoples say all things are connected. This we know

and so fear is the psychological and the spiritual

imperative which deals with the well being of all people

And I think this is a most chilling and delightful model

demonstrated because nobody is on top everybodl i:

connected. All their energies are part of the synergl

which we need to search for and which I hope we *il
search for over these next few days.

Try, try to find some kind of rational though

where I am afraid it never took place because the time:

were not quite just right it was just too fevered ar

atmosphere but Europe certainly needs you and I ar:

only very sad that there is no representative from Britajl

here today. We have a very hard task in Britain and i

any of you are very friendly with British retired Generai

please push them our way because I can't get at them :

any moment. I don't know why. I hope soon we ma'

engage more interest from East Asia and I was r er

interested to hear from a friend in Australia that rh

Australian Peace Keeping forces who are operating 1

East Timor have been trained specifically in th
methodologies of conflict resolution and the Generl

there has at his side a specialist in conflict resolutic

methodology. And so I greatly look forward to thes

next few days when we shall mix the pleasure of beir

in this very beautiful country with the challenge t

redefining the role of the military as agents for pea;

building indeed for the protection of all life on earth (

as General Lagu here says, we must learn to use ti
military well. So thank you very much for having n

here and I am delighted to declare the conference ope



'r{ ii ' , q" f,nnference tcontd)

VOTE OF THANKS
Proposed by

Mn. Davp Wenonop Administrator WCARGA

, .' l " r_::ilan, Excellency, honoured guests. As
:ere krow the task of giving the vote of

.:,:i:ru_ilY a very easy one. You could stand
-,-,: slerp through so many speeches before

r ,.' i l,.'.rrlt scnbble a few words together to make
: :f *ranks and escape. But I have had my

.. , - I it ,.,, as Iny intention to pick items from his
, . -,J. ::, refer to them in my vote of thanks. As a

: - , r Prme Minister said when asked why had

- :,: Arong his replay was events, my dear boy,
. " i;tt-(. And so each of us have had to adjust

' - : er \\'e were going to say. Now many might
- :,* ir the film "White Horse Inn," Bing Crosby

, ' : .l; :.nd the first line went whatever happens to
'-:-r ,;hen he stopped being a General. And of
' : rr '.h3 end of the second world war there were

I sur, 3 star,4 star Generals who had suddenly
- - l:rd. no work to do and that was the theme of

, : -. Crosby film. In Britain my country, many
,: - ;. : t,rcorTl€ bow viners or market gardeners, fed

'--'.:rg to change their career and I see in this
Sri Lanka Generals like to become Chief

-: .:s of Motor-dealerships or Airfrieght
'" rrr 3S or other things too but we have found in

':r::sations that many Generals like to reflect
' -: ,-areer that has provided their life there is on

. ' :: I ro reflect on what might have been different.
:e change the world for the better. To actually

.. ,.: and continue to analyse together with their
-: ,i the world could be passed on in a better

r ' rreir successors. It is a United Nations fact
:,, that as a species humanity spends three

-:-:: iimes more on preparing for war than on
. - :: a peace. Three hundred times more. This is a

- ".- , r:ie fact. Why is it that our species requires that
, . - : rre. Why is it that with the three hundred dollars

' : :,::.J preparing for war so dwarfs the one dollar
:'i :ir r.e for peace? Some people would argue perhaps

. ltrnvinian theory, this theory of evolution. As we
* a,l the species on earth except mankind they
.3 Just at that necessary pace to ensure their
,il. Not too fast and of couse not too slow lest

': , lie, just fast enough. And when it comes to
,.: - --::Ig a peace, many would argue we as a species
" -: inity spend just enough to keep the peace but as

, : 13r-rn€ the peace. But when it comes to preparing for
" .- I look at the military personnel here, serving and

retired, and ifyour political leaders have said to you I
am going to give you just enough money to win the
next war, just enough, what would your response be? I
don't, it is a rhetorical question, none of you are as

impolite to give me an answer. But you know that you
would not accept such a remit from your Government.
And yet you are quite right to argue that you want such
devastating superiority over your opponent that you
can guarantee victory. When one thinks of Eisenhower
in the Normandy beaches or Schwarzkopf in the Iraq
war and more lately the NATO forces deciding as each
of you followed day by day whether or not there would
be a ground force in Kosovo and they withdrew from it
because the devastating superiority which they required
was just not politically available within the European
arena. So, have we ever any of us experienced that
devastating approach, that devastating superiority
when it comes, to disaster relief, or handling refugees,
or environmental protection, or conflict resolution, in
reconciliation and as some of our Generals here working
in the reintegration of forces. And the answer is ..no."

All those activities must fight their way alongside
education and health and social services. So war and
peace can never be put on the same continuum that is
treated within our cultures in a different way.

One of the initiatives we are bringing to Sri Lanka,
to Colombo during this week and each of you in this
room are part of making a small part of history which
might become a large part of history is trying to bring
the military into the community which collectively works
for new avenues towards peace. When one looks at the
ways in which we recognise those who work for peace,
frankly all of us in this room have done very badly.
Think of those global peace prizes that exist at this
moment. The Nobel Prize created through the wealth of
an ammunition manufacturer and speaking off the record
now the only other major peace prize which is the
UNESCO Peace prize named after the rather despotic
President of a West African country been taken. Some
of you, the delegates that is, has a list of 100 websites
which we have selected to start with where we think the
best ideas from the Military will come from when this
award is first inaugurated in a couple of years time. The
ideas are there and no one actually yet uses them. After
my trip to Sri Lanka in September, I visited former
President Fidel Ramos, General Ramos in the
Philippines. I said to him " You won rhe UNESCO peace



prize for your work in Mindanao reconciling with the

Muslims and the Communists in the south of the

country, who ever came to you and said " What did you

do to win this prize?" and he said "Nobody". "Were

you asked to write a review of what you had done, what

techniques you would suggest to others who have

internal conflict." He said "Nobody, nobody has asked

me at a11." And I suspect that's the case with all peace

prize winners. And that is another area where those

amongst you who are participating in our conference

are going to be taking this decision. They will be

initiating aprizewhere using the web, the internet and

others, other techniques, the best ideas can be shared

and our judging panel advised also by the Secretary

General of the United Nations and the Director General

of UNESCO will determine what categories their new

concepts will come into. Remembering that in warfare

sometimes new ideas are never lauded when they are

conceived only when they are baptized. They laughed

at the tank until they came into the trenches in Belgium

and then it changed warfare, So there are many other

concepts which, let us challenge the military community.

it can develop. They are there already. So that is one of

the initiatives which we will be discussing in Colombo

and if by Friday we have agreed it would be you, this

community who would have heard about this first.

As Mrs. Harbottle has said, those who cannot be

with us, our President Obasanjo has been a member of
this organisation for a long time and when we met in

Arusha two years ago, as in London two years before

that, he was under house arrest' He sends each of you

his greetings. I had hoped that a Cambodian General

would have been sitting with us now but at the last

moment his exit visa was denied. And there are others

too in more sensitive conditions who cannot join us'

General Erskine who led the UN Peace Keeping forces

in Lebanon, is advising the Security Council this week

in its demobilisation, demilitarisation, and reintegration

debate. He might be with us later on and so on' These'

as I said in my opening remarks are those who decided

to stay in this field and see whether collectively, they

could through their statements, generally by consensus

come up with ideas which can change this world for the

better. They are not, as I have found, crazy idealists'

They are people who have been seen by their peers to

be flag rank and therefore as Generals to be able to take

decisions outside their actual career path. And that is

why they are calling us, they are important people and

I as have been introduced as too young for British

National service have no military experience at all but I

can recognise good people and I am grateful to be

working with such good people. That, Mr. Chairman is

what I want to say, no more than that, we are so grateful

that we've had such a wonderful reception from this

brilliant group of Sri Lankan Flag Rank Officers. It is a

lesson to all of us how to put together such a team and

one of our discussion points will be how the Sri Lankan

experience can be replicated in other countries. Mr'

Chairman thank you very much.



1YORLDWIDE C ONS UUTATIVE ASSO CIATION
OF RETIRB,D GENERALS AND ADMIRALS

(wcARGA)
A SHORT HISTORY

lhr llbr.lduide Consultative Association of
'5cncrals ond Admirals. (WCARGA) is a

mganisation, comprising retired flag rank
It n,orks closely and supports the initiatives of

,rfl!!,ryudn:r*.&(tBns with similar aims. WCARGA is
,ul*r-lur".l,rri *:th the registered UK-based charitable
'ffil0mlrrumril@trrr:rn- rhe Michael Harbottle Trust, named efter
tm, i uril:E.

Tt IARGA was formed at a meeting of retired
ilmnorm'aus aod Admirals held in London in 1993. It grew

Utrmm Gon*rals for Peace and Disarmament -agrovp-of
1'!rnur!d IATO and Warsaw Treaty Organisation (WTO)
;rmsiust nrho met regularly between 1984 and 1989 to
XtulP qlr]B the concept of co-operation rather than
urrrrmornm.r.tion between East and West in Europe. This
rirr"[rrrl$,ation was recognised by UN/DPI as is
ilt* 

,.r.fiGA 
today. In 1986, the International year of

haw;*-, Gcnerals for Peace and Disarmament was
fiLr noriunerC by the UN as a Messenger for peace.
,i lnhr*ung the structural changes in the Soviet Union
,ffrnl( m dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, it was decided
m &sr:crinue these meetings and instead create a world-
,r,r u;n l;,nsultative Association.

Ic'day, WCARGA has over forty direct members
rm ,*,mt).five countries. Some countries have created
ufri;ir.a:ed groups. Members have been top-ranking
i;rifrl;an in their national armed forces and some still
fir.:rr:"Jie an influence in matters affecting security and
fllli,,ml"ii-i1 and which gives them access to the decision-
trxuss ln their various countries.

The Association's focus is on the prevention of
,ru-.--::r'a: conflict and the enhancement of stability and
ilifl'rr:r)' through means other than solely military.
*isrefore 

it acts in any situation or circumstance when
tu: and security are seen to be in danger or are already
su,:iu:gered. In consultation among its members, the
{i.irTration will agree an opinion and make a proposal
r,mu*r can then be communicated to the respective Heads
rrr Siale of the Association's members.

Members join as individuals or as a group not as

representatives of their governments or countries and
therefore express their own views. While any statements
and advisory opinions may be given by the Association,
these are by consensus. Members are free to act
individually in matters affecting their national security.

The Association is in the process of developing a
structure in which national and regional chapters will
form and create their own sub-regional entities with an
international co-ordinating office. In concept it has been
described as a military PUGWASH.

WCARGA sees in strategy for the next three
calendar years to comprise three principal activities:

Al
r)

ii)

iii)

Strengthen membership by

reinforcing existing Chapters and encour
aging new Chapters

funding regional meetings primarily
regional issues

raise the profile of biennial meetings,
commencing with Colombo 2000, through
inviting leading experts and practitioners
in peace building initiatives to participate

Set up and manage the proposed New
Initiatives for Peace Award

Disseminate information highlighting
current and new initiatives relevant to the
military and ex-military communities and
to those working for reconciliation and the
integration of military and para-military per
sonnel into general society and on issues
consistent with the aims of the Association.

Bl

cl

COORDINATOR: EIRWEEN HARBOTTLE
ADMINISTRATOR: DAVID WARDROP
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A MULTIPOLAR APPROACH
\I'ITH RESPECT TO THE ASIAN-PACIFIC REGION

Lr GexrnnI" V I Mrovepsv S.ussra)
Former Director- Russian Risk Reduction Centre

-'idr rf,rj.ci half of XX century - the period of
unil :-i;:;:llr rhe wholelifeandmilitaryserviceof
Ilr ;11|r r;r:j:s lresent here - represents an epoch of a

.,,irL: ":-41!:e of the world. It emerged after Worldlrr' 'i '.:ts replaced the pre-war multipolar
;,ri" u:r -:'t : " nid-50s, when the blocs of NATO and
Lr; r ,,. " l:e.itj Organization got the ultimate shape.

*'' 
d :lrlLarity envisages a structure of the world' : ii.i on breaking away of two powers from

IriLr ":: : :::m':ers of the world community in terms of
n ,,r-' r.:r: nr-imic, political and other capabilities. The; r* .S.{, were, as is known, such powers. The

rf r.J-:.,r! * ith the exception of some countries of
iirrl " jf, ,e.d "third world") wre compelled to get

,'r,1r ::,r ti: -lrd one of the "poles,', subjugating all their
*:r r-r, :: t",:e bloc thinking. The global concepts of' ,,r, l:d "West" were created, dividing the world

" : :ens in political and ideological aspects
' *urdnrl)'. such a truly eastern country as Japan,
":;;Le, belonged to "West").

l',:L:i_s the epoch of a bipolarity the universal' ' ; : i:trontation was an essence of world politics.
: ; ::-:1s. menacing declarations, demonstration of
: " 3rE characteristic features of the epoch. It's

,.. 'r " ,i1r :--r recollect the Suez crisis of 1956, the flights
, - ' er the Soviet territory in the beginning of 60s,'ll ,' :,: the Berlin wall in 1961, the Caribbean crisis

q- gr.

r.: rhe same time it is necessary to stress the
L '- 'r-:,!€ of force methods in relations of the "poles"

.. ' . : rclude elements of their mutual understanding
, : i-rership. In the long run, these elements also
rr ." i--- rcots in the soil of force-they come out of the
,u i trrSS€ssionoflargearsenalsofnuclearweapons

,'d -;liing world powers, which prevented a party's
, -' 1n an armed conflict between them. Signature of

,:":*:,ent On Non-Proliferation of NuclearWeapons in* r drnission of the strategic parity and signing of
;":erient on Anti-Missile Defence and Provisional
. * l - - .{greement, Helsinki agreement of 1975 may be

i i..!:;,et as milestones of such mutual understanding.

\evertheless, all world phenomena during the
'-'r, rir if a bipolar world-wars, armed conflicts etc. -
" l.| 'rrared in any region of the world as a composite'u- : f rhe struggle between the two "poles".

The bipolar world steadily existed up to the
'-: { -:rng of 90s. It is possible to give the date of its

--::. end even more precisely - 1991. It was the year
. - l: the USSR ceased to exist - one of the "poles" of
:"e:rrclarworld.

After the cold war was over an epoch came, when
' . :itio and allocation of forces were essentially
':::ed in international arena. However, there is no

. ';::nity among specialists on what woild structure is

coming up to change the bipolar world. Some researchers
- politologists are inclined to see the modern world as a
unipolar structure. The indisputable economic and
military superiority of one of the world powers only is
cited as a reason for such an approach. But the majority
of researchers tend to think the world in modern
conditions is steadily becoming a multipolar. Both
Russian politologists and diplomats adhere to such an
opinion. It is interesting to note when Madlene Albright,
the US State Secretary, came to Moscow recently ind
visited the Diplomatic academy of Russia, she spoke
about a multipolar world as the most probable model of
the world structure in the present epoch.

The multipolarity, according to the scientific
works on the subject, is characterized by near
comparability of aggregate capabilities of severai world
states simultaneously, neither of which should have an
obviously expressed superiority over the others.
Proceeding from this definition areal world multipolarity
has not set in yet. In reality it is still possible to say
about comparability of two powers only - the USA and
Russia, the superiority of which over other powers is
still indisputable in terms of military indexes (including
the potential of nuclear arms). Same is observed in the
economy sector: the US economy surpasses that of
others, even industrially developed countries, by
several times. Therefore, emerged tendencies of th,e
world structure movement towards this scheme should
be meant mostly when we speak about the onset of an
epoch of a multipolar world. Besides, it cannot be
excluded the adherence of some researches to the idea
of a multipolar world in many respects is dictated by
their flat nonacceptance of a unipolar world, it is some
sort of an advance to the idea of multipolarity.

Anyway, the epoch of a bipolar world has come
to an end. There is a multipolar world in the horizon.
Characteristically, when speaking about a multipolar
world, overwhelming majority of the researchers fiist of
all mention the Asian - Pacific region in the capacity of
a nlost reasonable area of its implementation.

Explanations for this should be sought in the
peculiar features of this region development after the
end of the cold war. Among them are:

The prepondcrance of economical relations in
the region over political ones, noticeable economic
success ofthe region. In difference to other regions of
the world, which lived through the period of economy
recession in the end of XX century, the ApR states
maintained high rates of development during these
years,.lraving displayed their capacity to get adopted
to the new conditions after the end of the cold war. The
inner regional economic cooperation acquired various
new forms.



The relative stability of political situation in the
region. Consequences of the end of the cold war
effected APR in much less degree, as compared with,
for example, the region of Europe. Despite the existence

ofsources ofpotential tension in the region, the situation

on the whole, according to the experts on the region, is
developing in the direction of comprehensive
cooperation in all areas of human activity' Most of the

region countries regard the successful economical
development as their primary goal now, which calls for
maintaining the conditions of peaceful cooperation.

Shaping of new centers of force. The previous
military confrontation between the USA and USSR has

stopped to play a determining role in the region.
Additionally, the process of shaping of a multipolar
configuration of intergovernmental relations in APR was

facilitated by the situation of decreased global threat
and enhanced attention (in these conditions) paid by
neighbouring countries to each other activities, which
brought about the "political equalization" of the region
countries. This was also promoted by China becoming
an independent "pole" (regional and global), growth of
the economic power and political role of Japan,
consolidation of the region countries into ASEAN
structure.

These factors cause the onward movement of the

Asian-Pacific region along the road of creation of a

multipolar world.

The multipolar structure of the world is rather
attractive in terms of ideals of universal equal rights,
stability, prosperity.

However, some Russian scientists keep reminding
that it was in the conditions of a previous multipolar
world that World Wars I and II broke out. Therefore,
these scientists draw a conclusion that a multipolar
world will need a substantial force control.

With a considerable part of its territory belonging
to the Asian continent, Russia pays much attention not
only to shaping of a multipolar world on the whole, but
to its regional version in the Asian-Pacific region as

well. It is proved, in particular, by the recent successful

development of Russian-Chinese dialogue, the progress

in negotiations with Japan, striving for new level of
interrelations with Australia, New Zealand, South Korea,

ASEAN countries. Considering the security of Russia,

relaxation of tension and maintaining of stability in APR'
in terms of their significance, come nearer to the solution
of similar problems in the European region.

It is time to say about the existing explosive and

destabilizing hotbeds in the Asian-Pacific region as well
- territorial, ethnic, confessional and other
contradictions. The problems in relationsbetween North
and South Korea, the Taiwan and other problems - are

everybody's knowledge. Trouble is heard in APR, that
peace in the region is not becoming more hard, and

iituation in the region is more unpredictable than early.

General militarization of the region has increased

noticeably in the last years too. According to SIPRI

specialists, in the first half of 90s APR was the most

capacious market of arms, having swallowed up about

367o of theworld arms export (while the "leader" with

respect to this index. ih" Irrtiddl" East had 25Vo).The
annual growth of military budgets of the ASEAN
countries was l}-l2Vo in 90's. Though experts do not

treat the mentioned phenomena as a regional arms race

on a large scale (they are more inclined to think that

countries of the region, under its new conditions,
conduct a broad modernization of their armed forces),

nevertheless the situation in the region is becoming
more delicate. In last time the problem of dispersion of
nuclear weapon is growing into serious threat'

In view ofthe above-said, Russia, in order to have

a solid voice in the process of resolving the tasks of
strengthening stability in the region, seeks to acquire

and fix its plice not only in economic organizations of
the region, but in such its structures as ASEAN
Regional Forum on security (ARF), "Europe- Asia"
Forum (ASEM) etc. as well. Our country takes an interest

in reducing (mutually with USA, and multilaterally) of
armed forces and armaments in the region.

The situation is complicated by the fact, that
structures of solving of actual problems are absent from
rheAPR.

Then, creation of the system of mutual security

in the region with active participation of all its member-

countries is regarded as a long-term goal. Such a system

could be shaped step-by-step by means of broad
dialogues and contacts, gradual engagement of
concrete measures and mechanisms of arms limitation,
confidence measures, transparency.

One can mention such concrete measures as:

- wide-scale political consultations between
representatives of military establishments,

- notifications on different types of military activity
(large scale military exercises, major troops
movements, exercises of Navy forces etc.);

- reaching agreement on the areas, beyond
boundaries of which no military activities of the

parties should be conducted without a preliminary
notification;

- agreement on dangerous military activity;

- agreement on notifications on launches of
strategic ballistic missiles (Russia-China) etc.

Creation of a crisis reaction system along with
establishment of, for instance, a conflict prevention
center is seen as an effective measure for the region'

Certainly, these measures do not limit the list of
possible ways control of the regional situation. But it is
necessary to reiterate once again Russia is deeply
interested in reliable peace and stability in the Asian -

Pacific region and ready to participate in the process of
their maintaining in all possible ways.

First of all, of course, Russia has an economic'al
purposes in the region (about 70Vo of Russian's
resources are situated in Asia). And the biggest
countries of Asia - China, Japan and Russian Federation

wittr positive participation of USA - could lay the political
and economical foundations of peaceful cooperatim
inAPR' 
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WCARGA Confereace ( C ont d )

SOUTH ASIA: THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
The South Asia Nuclear Stand-off

Mat. Gr,N. Eustece'n Souza (India)

Admiral Brevic, the 2 ladies here, one right in front

of me and one right at the back and friends' You know

I am rather overawed by the amount of brass we have in

this room and whenDavid sent me a fax asking me about

the white elephant I was rather confused because the 3

elephants thal I know of, one is red, one is saffron and

on" it gt""n. So I am not going to talk about white

elephants, I am going to talk about these 3 elephants' I
*ould lik" to start off by asking you what do you

understand by South Asia? Just India and Pakistan

and Sri Lanka? When we had a very, very big meeting

organised by the American embassy in Delhi where we

had a heavyweight from the Pentagon, this is the

question I posed there. South Asia is not only Pakistan'

India, Sri Lanka, Nepal and therefore that terminology

is incorrect. It is Southern Asia because in Southern

Asia you've got to include Afghanistan' And the other

question I posed to this heavy weight from the Pentagon

who was supposed to be an expert on South East Asian

affairs, and South Asian affairs, I said, "Sir, has China a

stake in South Asia or a foot in South Asia or not and

here the expert telling me, a poor Major General of the

Indian Army, he says "I'll have to find out, I must check

up the map." To refresh his memory I said "is Tibet part

oi Ctrinu or not? And where is Tibet located? Tibet is

located on our side of the Himalayan chain and therefore,

it is part of South Asia and therefore whenever you talk

about anything to do with South Asia you've got to

include China." That's why I talked about the red

elephant.

Now,I don'tknow why Ihavebeen kicked upstairs

this morning to speak to you first. I've been told I've
got 30 minutes to speak or to present or to share' I

frefer to use the word sharing and one hour for
iiscussion and I am sure there will be a lot ofdiscussion

when you talk about these three very multi-coloured

elephants. Let me also tell you that in this room and

p".t upt in most of Southern Asia, I am one of the few

who lias had the fortune or misfortune, you can call it
either, of having been in Hiroshima on the 6'h of March

1946. So when I talk about the white elephant,I have

seen what I have seen. I have seen beautiful young

Japanese children with radiation burns' I have seen

u.iy pr"tty capability. then the AMERICAN missile

attaci on khu.tou., would they have done it if Sudan

had a nuclear capability. I pose that question to you' I
believe they would nol When people tell me that look

atBrazil, look at fugentina, look at 'X",look at 'Y' they

don't have any nuclear weapons. Ofcourse they don't

have. Do they have a security problem? I don't think

so. If any of you can tell me during the discussion about

the security concerns Brazil has, except destruction of
their foresis,I will bow down to you in all humility' So

this business has to be reviewed in that light and I

firmly believe although we have in Southern Asia, the

saffron coloured elephant and the green elephant that

we should strive for a totally nuclear free world' And

once you have a total nuclear free world that spectre of

a nuclear war will vanish.

Now, when President Clinton came to India I was

in Mumbai monitoring every minute of his visit' The

AMERICANS called our Southern Asia the hottest spot

in the world and I am very pleased that our very mild

mannered President Narayanan had the guts to stand

out at the banquet, a state banquet, to say or to imply

"How do you come to that conclusion?" Because if
that conclusion was correct when this unfortunate Kargil

episode took place, either side could have used the

nuclear *"upon, so the moral of the story is that the

five 'haves' tell the have 'nots' that you are inesponsible

people, you'll are rogue nations, are we? Can a nation

bf or" Uittion people representing a vast cross section

of humanity, having every single religion represented

there, we have a Jewish community too, I was telling

Brigadier Lagu, one of the oldest synagogues in the

*oild in souih India is still going strong. I am a holy

Roman and if I told anyone that we have had six chiefs

of staff, Navy, Army, AIRFORCE who are Christians

you would niverbelieve me. So how can anyone tell us

lhut *" are irresponsible. One of the arguments used

was if God forbid, and I have fought two wars, three, in

that in Southern India, one in higher altitudes and two

in Kashimir, if anyone told me that should India use its

conventional strength to go into Pakistan, a very senior

diplomat said Pakistan would use a nuclear bomb in its

own country. Who in his senses would ever do a think

like that? I think that is the most far fetched idea' You

know we are a large country' vast country and assuming

that there is a nuclear strike on Mumbai because

according to my calculation if there is a nuclear strike in

India thehrst strike and the only strike would will be on

Mumbai, Mumbai is not Japanese women with their

hair falling off. And what l saw there convinced me that

a nuclear weapon is not a weapon of war' It's a weapon

of politics and I hare carried that imags with me right

thriugh. When the Saffron elephant went nuclear I

was interviewed for 2 hours by a very seniol

cortespondent of the Mi Nichi Shimbum which has a

readerihip of 4 million and this Japanese corresponded

tried to tie me down saying that we had no business rc

have a saffron elephant. So I asked him,I said do yot

honestly believe that the first atomic weapon droppei

on hapliss Hiroshima was justified? because you knort

uu *Jll as I do that when Jimmy Doo Little bomber:

bombed Tokyo, the Japanese knew that the time wa

up. So I said anyway I grant you this argument' Whl



-}-l

lillltrlii ir ir

filf,ri'

'ilI tt

rr r"-, :1:::: tt\e to be dropped on Nagasaki?
r , ri :- ':,i-s.r:t:ns behind that? And to us I

r :" i I r.;1 1 :t-- :-ren. rn fact I was in charge of the
*:s serng tned by the War Crimes

,r , - 
. I : .l.rd he made it quite clear that the

lr , " .rJ :,j-. j:; :ur throw in the towel once they
I ' ,,.i - I . i::":,.ese mainland was vulnerable. So I

l* : jj!. tnl an answer and I do believe that
"- Iri:Ic. -*i ,:: rtaSS deStfUCtiOn Were tO test a

':: i: ::ircientbomb.

. . :": r,: ing to wear 2 hats today, with your
i"r *. !: tl:re hat is the hat batting for a nuclear

' '' : . r,-:,,: * rnany of you will tell me, after seeing
,Lr : ,*i :i:ring in the SHARJAH Cup that I

'-j,;:fice r,, hen I talk about batting, but that's
. -.:: . l.:- soing to wear. A nuclear free world.

r :r {r; .:i. ;ap that I am going to wear as an Indian,
....:" '.:L -. a name like De Souza and there were

: :r:,*s raised yesterday wondering what are, . . 'r s :ring in the Indian Army, the other cap
.r r$ i::-, concerns. And I leave it to you to decide
' ;lri::i3 r\\'O CapS iS right, or wrong Or bOth are

l.. g: me go to the first cap. When America
r i .. :r , Jr; sen bomb way back in the 50's our Prime

.:- " : -rdia, Pundit Nehru went on record as
,. .:;r: :;tere should be a total ban on nuclear
',, T:ral ban. But nobody listened. And the
: " :r ,!ar he made is why should the world be

..r ; :: i-ave nuclear 'haves' and nuclear 'have*:-!": 
:uestion has not been answered till today.

11. , ":3a Southern Asia, when we have this red
i,ri rL " r -*L: lnrders with miesile nqnahilitipc nf hittino'r :-r borders with missile capabilities of hitting

- .. *.- f.^- t'al..:-^ aL^ ,-,^-ll :^ -^-..^-r^^^ .^ ^^-,""'.i:,cs from China, the world is powerless to say
'{ .: Sudan had atomic or a nuclear country.

r,ri i :,-r defence expenditure? Two point five per
:,r gross domestic product. This is peanuts.

r, ..;rd ;tsanuts. Many bureaucrats, friends of mine,
:: ::ne , we had a meeting only the other day, a
: :,-r discussion on the same problem, and they
:,.; * rth that famous story saying that the money

-: -s€d for nuclear research could have been

Minister has categorically told the world at the United
Nations and to President Clinton that we, India will not
resort to a first strike. I can assure you as a very old
soldier, one of the oldest living today, that we mean
what we say. What are we going to achieve by a first
strike? When we have the conventional means to do
so. So, this is the problem, total nuclear disarmament,
the lead given by the five 'haves' or going nuclear when
you have security concerns and that I think is going to
be the subject of the discussion that is to follow. So I
leave it to you good soldiers, sailors and airmen and
Erwin, and David here and my friend sitting right at the
back there Miss Solomons, to think about this problem
of elephants on those lines. That we all want, I don't
think there is a single person here who will not agree
that we want a total ban on nuclear weapons and that is
why I hitched onto Michael when I met him in Bombay
in the early '80's. And I supported him throughout and
I will still support any organisation that demands a total
ban on nuclear weapons, the lead being given by the
'haves' and this business ofrogue states and all that
and hot spots and all that, I do not subscribe to it.

India and as much as I told the Americans, Delhi
is not India. Delhi is a city of Babu, you know what a
Babu is, and if anyone uses a nuclear weapon on Delhi
they will be doing my country the greatest favour
possible in one fell stroke getting rid of all these rascals
who are taking us to damnation. So we could have
used nuclear weapons. So that is why I say, I come to
the second part, security concerns.

Now if any of you can tell me, you are all hardened
soldiers, sailors and airmen, that we don't have security
concerns, it has taken us 50 years to convince the
Americans that we do have, and when hesident Clinton
came we admitted the fact that we had security concerns.
And I think what we should do, my friend General Malik
and I, we were talking, we embraced each other, that if
we can make these embraces widen the scope, we'd
never have any trouble. So, I come to security concern.
President Clinton, Sandy Berger have both admitted
now that India does have security concerns. So to face
these elephants are we going to keep a cocker spaniel
to defend us? And now I've come to the conclusion
that the possession of nuclear weapons is going to be
a deterrent to any flare up in South Asia. And I think
we have been able to convince the Americans that that
was so. I know Kargil, part of it was under me when I
was a Divisional Commander there in '71 . There was no
reason why we couldn't have used the bomb there if we
wanted to, and I am very glad that saner senses
prevailed. And I still do not accept the fact that our
immediate neighbour and us would be such fools as to
use the nuclear warhead because it is not going to solve
the question.

Now I go back to the red elephant. Why is China
excluded from all talks on security in South Asia when
they have a foot in Tibet. I faced them on the Second
Watershed in Tibet in 1965 and they're in such a position
that they can throw, literally throw nuclear weapons at

r:e a lot to the people. And my answer to that,
r-:*lucrats are supposed to look after the country,

titl,''r,ili lJ,e ;'ou been doing for the last 50 years. And
u, L i-.r lhoutthe defencebudgetbeing increased. Now
rum rc :ake this quite clear when I say that I speak as an
,nrrL*r;.: iJ.@O servicemen retire every year and if they
irff* r.. :]e dDd many of my colleagues, we are hitting
sr ";-r-, -irJn, means that the pension will keep going
ur .": I mean it is wrong to blandly say that the defence
'11'rl,;;tr has gone up to produce new weapons, this,
k". :L::l,d the other. We ha.ve to be conscious of our
,*tL r::i and I can tell you when the Kargil thing took
ir g; :r r€ *,hole country rallied behind our servicemen.*'r * l" 3le country, peaceniks, beatniks you call them
| 'd"i: ! lu want, why? Because they are concerned about
:r .e;urity of the country and if any government in
.;*^:* -i '-rrows in the towel and says we are not concerned
uu: - r "he 

security, in a secular country like ours, what's
I - i to happen? Please understand this. Our Prime



us, but they never figure in these talks on security, why
not? Because I believe they are not going to do so

because they are a very powerful nuclear power. When
Beijing tells you that they have the ability to lob a nuclear
warhead on Los Angeles. People take note of that. So,
there are two aspects to this problem. Now the most
famous remark made by people who do not come from
Southern Asia is that we are wasting millions and
millions and millions of Rupees on nuclear weapons. I
can only talk for my country; and the second aspect

which you've got to consider in Southern Asia is the
justification ofnuclear deterrents in view of the threat
posed to a country. And I hope in the discussions you
will ask me what are the threat perceptions from our
side. I can only speak for my country. This is the great
problem, you know we come from the land of Mahatma
Gandhi, the apostle of peace. We have sitting in India
now, we are the only country that gave him refuge, is
the Dallai Lama and here was I speaking against nuclear
weapons and the most prominent Gandhian living today,
Dr. Usha Metta said if Gandhiji was living and he was
aware of the security perceptions in so far as India was
concerned he would not be against nuclear deterrents.
And this is the most prominent Gandhian view brought
today. I would also like to emphasise again and again
and again what right have the nuclear 'haves' to tell us

that you cannot have a weapon. This is what this
Japanese correspondent of the Mi Nichi Shembun asked

me. I said if America had not provided a nuclear umbrella
to Japan what would you have done? And I think at the
end of 2 hours I convinced him that when there is a
security threat to a nation, that nation's moral
responsibility is to ensure that that security threat can
be handled. And he went back and he wrote a full page

on this interview and eventually he had to accept my
view. And I think the same happened when Clinton
came to New Delhi and when he and Sandy Berger and
Madeleine Albright met with our people they were
convinced that India does have a major security problem
which Brazil doesn't have, Argentina doesn't have and

many people ask me why do you all spend so much on
defence? And I ask them if you go to Switzerland along
the road you will see block houses all along, what threat
is there to Switzerland? when you got the ILO there and

all sorts of international organisations but they are
concerned about their security and they have taken
appropriate measures to ensure that that security is not
trampled on. So you've got to view this perspective of
the white elephant as David calls it, is it justified or not?
In Southern Asia and I see no nuclear race in Southern
Asia except the green and the saffron coloured
elephants. Who else in Southern Asia has the potential
to become nuclear? Myanmar, Malaysia, Indonesia, I
think today the greater threat as our Russian friends are
going to bring out a little later is that terrible spectre of
terrorism. I think that is the greatest threat to us today.
One time it was the destruction of the environment but
thanks to good sense we have overcome that issue.

I've got another 5 minutes to go and then we
open this up for discussion. I would like to sum up
briefly on what I said. This subject is a vast one and

you will have thousands of aids and thousands of
maids. It is up to us as Senior Officers or Flag Rank
Officers of the armed forces to advise our governments
and I can tell you so far as the Indian Army is concerned
we will never get involved in this decision making
process of going nuclear and we have made it
abundantly clear that this white elephant is not a military
weapon of war, it is a political weapon of war and if you
study the development of nuclear anns you will agree
with me that this is so. And my concern for Southern
Asia is this, why is the world jumping on our backs,
what is happening in North Korea? What about France,
even before the CTBT was signed they had I think ten

or twelve nuclear tests in the Pacific? What about North
Korea? What about China's export of nuclear material
like ring magnets, like missiles, but because China is an

acknowledged nuclear power the rest of the world keeps
mute. And because we are a developing nation, most
of the nations in South Asia are developing nations,
the world jumps on your back.

And I come now to the last point and I would like
you to carry this with you when you go out of this room
that we are not a third world, please. I saw a train when
coming in from the Airport with a third class
compartment, a second class compartment and a first
class compartment. What does the term third world
imply that we are third class people. We can be rampled
upon and yet we are the two-thirds world. Southem
Asia is the two-third world. So let us, please, those of
you who come from the developed countries refer to us

as developing country but not as a third world country.
And this is where these mind sets come in we and this
is where we are told, another part telling us what our
security concerns are. Only you and you alone know
what problems of security you have. I've spent a lot of
time in Singapore. They have an Army, they have an

Airforce, they have a Navy. Little island, Why?
Because they are mortally scared of the neighbour
across the border. He can cut off their water supply.
That is why they have armed forces. So likewise, we in
Southern Asia have our security problems irrespective
of the colour of the elephant. And I do believe that this
sweat of the white, or the green or the yellow or the

black elephant is something that I don't think will ever
be used and secondly, when you talk about poverty,
yes, we are poor, but we'd rather be a poor nation that
can stand up on it's feet to defend itself than to be

beholden to some other power who can then dictate
terms.

So on that note I would like to conclude. What I
have spoken, I've spoken from the heart. I am not a

government spokesman, I am an Indian. Irrespective of
rank or whatever it is, I am an Indian and after years and
years, as Erwin will bear me out, we have spoken againit
nuclear weapons. I have now come to the conclusion
that if all of us here can use our clout to demand a total
ban on nuclear weapons this problem of white, yello*',
green, black elephants will never arise. Thank you for
listening to me and I shall take on now any questions
that you may have to the best of my ability.



WCARGA Conference ( C o ntd)

ENCOURAGING
NEW INITIATIVES

For whatever else, the twentieth century will be
marked by future historians as the bloodiest and,
bearing in mind the over-developed self-esteem of us

who peopled it, the most cruel. That is, if those
historians choose the same yardsticks as those of today
and yesterday. But if those yardsticks were to be
replaced by others, measuring humanity's achievements
by different criteria, what then? If measured by our
efforts to promote peace, we might be reprieved after
all. To earn that reprieve, we must first set out new,
credible definitions of social achievement, of progress
and, yes, even ofwhat we mean by peace itself, a concept
trashed during the Cold War and now attempting its
rehabilitation to the lexicon of the forward-looking
general, the courageous politician and the cocktail circuit.

It's not easy. For a start, awards that recognise
the achievements of those who work in the cause of
peace are rare. Normally, winners are congratulated, even

lauded but in a short time their achievements forgotten;
the methodology of that achievement of little analytical
interest. Contrast this treatment with hclw we recognise
valour in the field of battle. From the Punic wars to
confronting Milosovic, strategies are analysed in detail
and victorious generals rewarded in a manner based on
centuries of precedence. Each nation has its well-
established structure of awards and rewards. Well-
documented, too, have been the innovations, tactical
or technical, which have marked the development of
warfare. All are measured in retrospect, though. A hero
is lauded only when he leaves the battlefield and a

military innovation is recognised not at its conception
but at its baptism. In this coming millennium year,
designated by the UN General Assembly as the
International Year for the Culture of Peace, this
imbalance shouldbe addressed in a manner that reflecis
our determination to take apart the view that violent
conflict is always about us but that it can be prevented,

even in some far-away part of the world

What are the awards that recognise the
achievements of those who work in the cause of peace?

The Nobel Prize lor Peace dates back nearly one
hundred years and none can argue that its winners have
been unworthy. UNESCO' s H oupho uet - B oi gny P rize,
whose international jury is chaired by Nobel Laureate
Henry Kissinger, has chosen worthy winners too. Both
awards are eclectic in their manner and we may politely
ask what has one winner learnt from another - and, as

important, what have the rest of us learnt? In 1998, on
the occasion of the 50th ariniversary of UN
peacekeeping, the United Nations awarded the first Dag
Hammarskjold Medals. At the inaugural event, these
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honoured three individuals, all long dead, but the
initiative is a welcome one. In the absence of others, we
have only these three awards. Not one sets out to
advance the cause of peace in a proactive manner and

none suggest that lessons learned one year may be

applied in the next. Unlike the lessons of war, the lessons

ofpeace are unclear, unformed and unshared.

Let's start again, this time bringing into the debate

an element of society which is both the obstacle and

the route to peace, the military. By some conventional,
accepted wisdom, the initiatives of military institutions
and serving units do not rate for the above three awards.

Yet, military personnel participate in peace-oriented
studies and similar constructive initiatives worldwide,
returning to their units able to influence doctrine. Many
military institutions have introduced excellent initiatives
but there is no broadly-recognised platform where these

ideas and capabilities can be recognised and shared.

National War Colleges are excellent places to look for
such invention. They generate many creative initiatives,
papers and reports, both theoretical and experience-
based, developed by staff and eourse members. At the

US National Defence University (NDU), ele,ctive subjects

include humanitarian assistance and disaster relief,
environment and national security, peace operations,
terrorism, threat and response, operations weapons and
(associated) ethical and legal issues; and domestic
emergency response operations. At the NDU along with
US, European and other such institutions, ihis corpus
ofwork is neither classified nor secret - but sure to be

deposited in the library. As the world's military
community assesses its developing portfolio of tasks,

the benefits that follow the 'unlocking' of such
scholarship become clear. Lessons learned can be

shared without endangering national security. And
creative concepts can be profitably developed by a wider
international community.

High visibility SNAFU's point to the tip of today's
awkward iceberg. Why did the US introduce Abrams
tanks into Kosovo after the experience of the Danish
Army in Croatia years before? Why didn't the Turkish
Army study the Argentine White Helmer initiative and

thus, possibly, prepare itself better for responding to
recent natural disasters? A plethora of international,
multinational and UN task-forces have occupied the

news over recent decades and if there were lessons

learned, then why is it so clear to all that they were not
more widely shared? As the UN sets out to establish a

rotating stand-by facility, how will it ensure that this
year's consortium of troops is better prepared than last

year's?
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Iffiu f,tnu ,fnrlr]ariles in Cooperation for Peace
mu m provide a global platform for such

rlh ocm"mon good. It differs from all other

hry sceking to strengthen information-
m rmrmr-classified initiatives and reports, a

muifl rn its infancy in the international arena.

frE fltrers, it targets military institutions -

The proposal is influenced by the thirty-
of the UK-based Wilkinson Sword of

rmrmdu rhich recognise the initiatives of units
.trml'" the Royal Air Force and the Royal

Iiltrdfrry bocause the concept has been difficult
fu L.tr( Ministry of Defence has been coy

ffrurc rntrds. In 1998 at Windsor Castle, Her
lha Qrren awarded the prize to the Army's

,d ,Ro1a/s regiment for its work in Bosnia.
r ; ,'dilov'sr story for the Army's PR chiefs but

mnu prhlished! The new award encourages the
nm rolunte€r and share ideas, theories and

Il aims to formalise the recognition of such

rwn aftcr year, through establishing the platform
rnM to broadcast it and to generate a climate in

cm flourish.

$or ryhet should be the criteria? As currently
dlnrr awards will encourage the armed forces of

siates to "seek, explore, research, deploy,
m. and in general, promote new concepts,

or structures which strengthen their
rum! rm &e fields of peace-keeping, peace-building
umrlrLudle policing, law enforcement and the

of good governance, protecting the
preventing or tackling the results ofnatural

or bringing succour to desperate people
'**tlll!ffir refugees or internally displaced or other
llfuummmrmian or constructive activities".

The patronage of the UN Secretary-General and

ilillnn lrrrr;r"*r-General of UNESCO will be sought. The

inaugural adjudication panel will determine whether
there should be a single award or a series of awards
recognising different approaches to excellence. A panel

comprising ten members serving in their own capacity
could be set up but they should not be serving military
officers, government servants or employed in any

capacity in the UN system. The UN Secretary-General
and the Director-General of UNESCO may each nominate
a non-voting representative to the panel. The advice of
senior UN staff members will be sought on the selection
of members. Members might serve for up to five years

and a rotation process could be instituted.

How will the programme be launched? The next
meeting of the Worldwide Consultative Association of
Retired Generals and Admirals (WCARGA) will be held
in Colombo, Sri Lanka in March 2000. In their four-day
agenda, members will endorse the new Award having
earlier concluded their debate which is being currently
conducted by e-mail and fax. It will form part of the
proposed Colombo Declaration, a successor to the
organisation's 1998 Arusha Declaration. But the New
Initiatives in Cooperation for Peace Award will move
to become the first peace prize which encourages each
year's entries to learn from previous winners or
experience gained and shared. Soon, the award will
feature on WCARGA s new website and comments are

welcomed from all visitors to the site.

So let us not leave this century, to be assessed

only by our failures as visibly demonstrated by the war
memorials in every one of our villages. Rather, even at
this late stage, let us elect to bejudged by our efforts in
the cause of peace. In so doing, there is a chance that
future generations might mark us out, not for our over-
developed self-esteem but for our courage and our
commitment to peace

li
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WCARGA Confer ence ( C o nt d )

Mr. Chairman, Excellency the British High
Commissioner in Sri Lanka, distinguished participants.
The subject of terrorism is indeed multi-faceted. The
military dimension, the political and the legal. I will not
attempt this morning to deal with the Military dimension
before a distinguished audience as this. The topic before
me is the international legal framework for co-operation
in combating terrorism and more particularly the role of
the United Nations on measures to eliminate
international terrorism. In the course of this presentation
I will attempt to trace some of the early initiatives that
were taken within the United Nations, the problems that
States had to confront with and perhaps to highlight
the somewhat inextricable linkage between the political
and the legal dimensions of this problem and the
progress that has been achieved in recent years and
then leave with you some thoughts as to how the
international community should move forward in
devising the legal response to a problem that has
become a common problem to the international society
of states. It was Robert Freidland, a well known
commentator on international terrorism who made the
pertinent observation, and I quote "For some terrorism
exists in the mind of the beholder, depending on one's
political views and national origins. For others terrorism
consists of a criminal act or acts according to the laws
of any civilised society." This statement perhaps
encapsulates the dilemma the United Nations was
confronted with in the early 1970's when it decided to
deal with measures to combat international terrorism.
The divergent political perceptions and attitudes
adopted by states towards a particular "terrorist" or
militant groups as dictated by its own political priorities
and compulsions underlying the work of the UN ad hoc
committee on measures to eliminate international
terrorism when it was first constituted by the UN General
Assembly in 1972. Thetitleof the relevant UN resolution,
Resolution 30, 34 itself reveals quite transparently, the
divergency of perceptional approach in the UN treatment
of this subject at that time and I quote the title
"Measures to prevent international terrorism which
endanger or takes innocent human lives orjeopadises
fundamental freedoms and study of underlying causes
of those forms of terrorism and acts of violence which
lies in misery, frustration, grievance and despair and
cause some people to sabrifice human lives including
their own, in an attempt to effect radical changes." That
is a long title of an UN Resolution 30, 34. The mandate
thus given to the ad hoc committee in the 1970's
constituted a careful balance. Taking due account of
the positions of the different political groupings in the
UN, one emphasising the need to adopt effective
measures to prevent and combat international terrorism,
the other, as part ofthat preventive process, emphasising

ROLE OF TTIE UN AD HOC COMMITTEE ON
MEASURES TO ELIMINATE TERRORISM

Dn. RoueN Penpna

Chairman UN Ad hoc Committee

the need to study the underlying causes of terrorism.
The mandate of the committee must be viewed in the
context ofthe events occurring in the international arena
at the time. The aftermath of the devastating impact of
the Munich massacre during the Olympics, activities of
the Red Brigades the radical Palestine and other
expatriate groups, lay behind the emphasis of the West
European countries in particular placed on the need for
effective measures to prevent and counter international
terrorism. The national liberation struggles then raging
in Southern Africa, the struggle against foreign
occupation in the Middle East led the non-aligned group
of countries to place emphasis on the need to address,
not only preventiye measures and measures to combat
the phenomenon but also the underlying causes of
terrorism in any United Nation's initiative on this
subject. Thus the work programme of the ad hoc
committee spanning the 1970's was inevitably
characterised by a definitional debate contraryrism,
some arguing that the precise definition of the term
terrorism clearly distinguishing it from acts ofnational
liberation was essential. In order to de-limit accurately
the different elements that were involved in the concept
in the absence of which it was stated that there was a

danger of a fragmentary or partial examination of a
complex problem. While others argue that the prior
definition of terrorism was neither realistic nor desirable,
given the divergent political perceptions, and that such
an approach could give rise to more problems than
providing the resolutions, the threat was by terrorism.
In this background it came as no surprise to the
international communities that the work of the UN ad
hoc committee achieved very little by way of framing
international legal norms to deal with the problem of
terrorism in the first period of its existence in the 1970's.
Then comes an intervening period before the ad hoc
committee of the United Nations was reconstituted in
1997. During this intervening period between the 70's
and the 90's, one witnesses what one would call a piece
meal approach in the forrnulation of legal norms to deal
with the problem of terrorism. Given the negative
outcome of the work of the ad hoc committee the
international community opted to adopt what is now
referred to as a piece meal approach in devising legal
norms to combat terrorism. But one sees the adoption
of a series of separate conventions, each dealing with a
specific crime, involving indiscriminate use of violence,
which were most likely to be committed by terrorists,
and which imposed upon state parties an obligation to
extradite for positive reasons. Following the precedents
set by existing conventions in the field such as the anti-
hijacking conventions, specific conventions were
adopted to deal with current issues such as the
phenomenon of hostage taking prevalent then
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which states had to contend with in recent times. A
growing international consensus began to emerge in
favour of adoption of collective measures to deal with
these new aspects. In the case of fund raising there
was a strong reason to believe that terrorist groups
sustained their campaign by a continuous flow of funds
and illicit arms through a complex network of fund raising
and arms smuggling operations spread all over the
world. The Ottawa Ministerial Declaration of the G7
countries on counter terrorism held in December 1995
and the Paris Action plan which followed marked a
watershed in the efforts of the international community
to deal with this phenomenon. The Ottawa Declaration
recognised the need of the member countries to work
together with the international community to combat
terrorism in all its forms particular attention being paid
to devising ofmeasures to prevent terrorist attacks on
civilian targets, particularly against public buildings and
facilities and also devise measures to deal with the
question of financing of terrorism. The paris Action
Plan in particular adopted a comprehensive set of
principles and measures in combating terrorism. One of
the most important elements of the Action plan was the
recognition of the need to investigate the abuse of
organisations, group or associations, the so called front
organisations, those with charitable, social or cultural
groups by terrorist groups using these fronts as a cover
for their own activities. It was in this background that
the United Nation's General Assembly decided to
constitute or reconstitute the ad hoc committee on
measures to eliminate international terrorism in l99i.
The committee was mandated by the General Assembly
to elaborate as a matter of priority an international
convention for the suppression of terrorist bombings
addressing specifically the need to criminalise the
indiscriminate use of bombs and explosives targeting
public buildings and facilities including public
transportation systems. The ad hoc committee was also
mandated to elaborate subsequently an international
convention for the suppression of nuclear terrorism.
The convention on the suppression of terrorist
bombings creates a series of offences dealing with
intentional and unlawful targeting of public buildings
and facilities through explosives or other lethal devices.
Apart from the well established extradite or prosecute
regime - and universal jurisdiction following the
precedent conventions, it also contains a provision on
mutual assistance amongst state parties by way of
exchange of information, exchange of expertise for the
purpose of prevention of terrorist bombings. Measures
of co-operation envisaged include research and
development regarding methods of detection of
explosives and consultations on the development of
standards for marking of explosives in order to identify
their origins in post blast investigations. One of the
innovative elements of this convention is that for the
first time in a UN convention, the convention treats the
offenie of terrorist bombings as defined in the
convention as a non-political offence for the purposes
of extradition. The legal effect of this provision is that
a normal defence that would be available to a fugitive
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offender to plead that an act was committed in
furtherance of a so called political motivation or political

objective is denied in the case ofextradition proceedings

relating to a terrorist bombings offence. This provision

is increasingly being incorporated in bilateral extradition

treaties dealing with offences of a terrorist character

recognises that where there is recourse to indiscriminate

violence where innocent civilians are targeted then the

offender is not entitled to the protection provided by
the normal laws governing extradition. The adoption of
the convention for the suppression of terrorist
bombings on 15'h December 1997 in less than a year is

reflective of the commitment of the international
community to address a serious manifestation of
international terrorism, of particular relevance to Sri
Lanka and to devise practical ways and means of
collectively addressing this threat. It is indeed a clear

departure from the political debates which characterise

the work of the ad hoc committee in the 1970's.

The next task that the ad hoc committee was

mandated with was to negotiate the convention on the

suppression of nuclear terrorism on the basis of a

proposal made by the Russian Federation. An alarming
scenario that would emerge if nuclear weapons or
materials falling into terrorist hands had preoccupied

both experts and layman alike over the years. These

anxieties have been heightened in recent times with
reports that there is a great deal of enriched material

unaccounted for mainly from the former Soviet Union
which is now smuggled freely across international
borders particularly in Central Asia. The negotiation of
this convention commenced in 1988, the text has virtually
been finalised. However there are some substantial

policy issues which has prevented its adoption so far.

Apart from the extradite or prosgcute regime on which

the convention is based, it contains a series of measures

for mutual assistance among states in addressing the

threat posed by nuclear terrorism. Some of the

innovative provisions of this convention is that state

parties are obliged to take legislative, administrative and

technical measures to ensure the protection of nuclear

material, nuclear fuel, radioactive products and

substances within their control. It contains specific
provision for assistance to be extended by one state

party to another in crisis situations involving the falling
of nuclear materials into terrorist hands subject to the

condition however that the grant of such assistance in
crisis situations must be on the basis of a request being

made for such assistance by the state that is affected

by the threat or the act of nuclear terrorism. There is

also provision requiring states to take necessary

measures to render safe during a post crisis situation
nuclear material and to return the material safely to the

state to which the material belongs. While the existing

international conventions in the fields of suppression

of international terrorism addressed the specific
problems that had already manifisted itself or is being

experienced such as aircraft hi-jacking, hostage taking

and so on, the draft convention on nuclear tenorism is
unique for the reason that it is anticipatory in character,

it anticipates ttre possiUility of nuclear material falling
into unlawful hands. As I said, despite the best efforts
in the ad hoc committee to finalise this convention it
has been deadlocked on what is essentially a political
issue. Some countries have taken up the position that

since nuclear materials and nuclear reactors are in the

possession or control of states unless the question of
state responsibility for use of nuclear weapons or

materials is adequately addressed in the convention
itseli the adoption of the convention would be akin to

what one delegate described as an attempt to "kill a

mocking bird while vultures are free to roam the skies."

Ofcourse this argument tends to overlook the fact that

in the field of devising anti-terrorism measures the focus

has always been on the question of individual
responsibility for terrorist activities in this instance the

question of nuclear material falling into unlawful hands

is distinct from the question of state custody or control-
The scope of all conventions in the field of antiterrorism
are limited in fact to acts of individuals. When the

identical issue of use of explosives by military forces of
a state arose, in the course of negotiating the terrorist

bombings convention whether that convention should

also cover activities of military forces who may be

compelled as part of the operations, the enforcement

operations, use bombs or explosives, that convention
struck a compromise by clearly stipulating that
"activities of military forces in as much as they are

governed by other rules of international law are not
governed by this convention." The convention says

that not that military forces are not governed above the

law, but there is a separate body of the law, if it is a
question of use of explosives by military forces in the

course of an armed conflict, international humanitarian
law would govern that question, if it is a question of
use of force or use of explosives during peace time,
there would be the legal principles governing state

responsibility. The convention is dealing only with the

aspect of individuals, acts of individuals committing
certain acts, it does not mean that the military is above

the law but all that the convention says is that the scope

of this convention is limited to acts of individuals, the

question of military activity is governed by a separate

branch of the law However, given the complexity of the

nuclear debate, such a compromise has not thus far

been possible in the case of the Nuclear Terrorism
convention and one hopes that during the course of
this year that this matter would be satisfactorily resolved-

Then coming onto the current year, the work of
the ad hoc committee, this year the ad hoc committee
engaged itself to consider and elaborate a more

significant initiative, mainly the convention for thc

suppression of terrorist financing, on the basis of.a
proposal made by France. The French initiative on this

all important fund raising question was a follow up in
fact to the Paris Action Plan of the G7. The importancc
of this convention is that it obliges states to prevent

and counteract the financing of terrorists and terrorist
organisations whether such financing is direct or
indirect to organisations which either have or claim to
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:' ' .rr.ia. drawing the attention of the international
* - -:.r:\ to the factthat terrorist groups sustain their

. - rrrir domestically by a continuous flow of funds
, ,.: , rt ixms through a complex network of fund raising
. "- :illS smuggling operations spread all over the
, - : Such front organisations operate publicly,
-:: :nes characterised as information offices or

. 't-- :.rle organisations and funds collected through

.::* :rng terrorist activities on home soil. It is not
; r r : eas)'. given the complexity of money laundering
l'.'r:r-)ns and so on to establish that beside linkage

' ir ,, ..n charitable fund raising and the fact that it is in
., -': ::'' erted for purchase of arms but this is fairly well
- ,i:. While the convention on Suppression of

'':: - r-:st Financing is again based on the extradite or
r' :3,ute regime it was characterised by a series of

- , entions that have been formulated through the
: :,. i rneal approach, there are nevertheless, irnportant
:, :r:-i of departure as far as the Financing convention

,i::h a view to countering the problem of terrorist
-::..ing. Accordingly, states arerequired to cooperate
- '-:.r prevention of offences under the convention,
--::,, pay special attention to unusual or suspicious
- -: srrtions and to report all transactions suspected of
=:ning from criminal activities and for this purpose

'rri Jre very specific provisions in the convention.
. :::e include adoption of regulations prohibiting the
:,::ing of accounts, the holders or beneficiaries of

" : r-'h are unidentified or unidentifiable, and wishes to
r-:u:e that such institutions verify the identity of the
-:;l r-r* ner of such transactions. Similarly with respect

rlentification of legal entities, financial institutions
-': required to take measures to verify the legal
.r ' . stence and the structure of the customer by obtaining
: :ier from the public register or from the customer proof
: inc'orporation and all other relevant information.

- :.:ee. obligations on financial institutions to report
::rmptly, to the competent authorities all complex,
-rusual large transactions and unusual patterns of
:-,rnsactions which have no apparent economic or
:,'iously lawful purpose. Four, measures requiring

'. n.rncial institutions to maintain at least for five years,
,, . records on transactions both domestic or
r:ernational. The objective behind these far reaching
::,rvisions is to identify and take action aga;nst the real
: rrc€S that are behind terrorist fund raising. Another
nportant element of the convention is that state parties
.:e specifically obliged not to claim priviledged
-, mmunication, banking secrecy or the financial nature

of the offence to refuse a request for mutual *sirtun""
by another state party. Similarly the defense of the
political nature of the offence would not be applicable
in respect of any offence under this convention to
preclude extraction. Now given this specificity, and the
far reaching nature of this obligation which perhaps
goes beyond any one of the conventions concluded so
far. The early entry into force of this convention and
particularly the domestic implementation through
adoption of the necessary legislation when you are
dealing with areas of banking secrecy and so on, this
could be in the fom of anti-money laundering legislation
or other legislative measures, given that politically,
domestically implementing these far reaching
obligations, the convention on Suppression ofTerrorist
Financing will constitute a landmark achievement by
the international community in addressing the critical
issue that has sustained international terrorism over
the years. Thus, within a short span of three years,
since its reconstitution in 1991 the UN ad hoc committee
on measures to eliminate terrorism has discharged its
mandate by the adoption of two landmark conventions
which specifically address critical issues confronting
the international community.

By way of conclusion, the negotiations on these
two conventions disclosed a pragmatic approach be-
ing adopted as distinct from the political rhetoric which
dominated the debates in the 1970's, a pragmatic ap-
proach being adopted within the United Nations. Al-
though the negotiations were not entirely free of politi-
cal debate, for instance the question on applicability of
the convention to military forces, acting in persons of
official duties, yet by and large the negotiations were
underlined by a constructive spirit ofgive and take and
seriousness of purpose. In addressing issues which
could affect the very survival of the internationai com-
munity of states as we know, a lot of the future, this
year the ad hoc committee is entrusted with the task of
examining the question of negotiating a comprehen-
sive convention or a legal framework on international
terrorism. The rationale being that the piece meal ap-
proach having addressed the critical issues, terrorist
bombings, fund raising and so on, that the time has
now come for the international community to take a

broader look at the question ofproviding a comprehen-
sive legal coverage to the question of combating inter-
national terrorism. Some concerns though have no
doubt been expressed as to whether such an approach
could once again revive the ghosts of the past that
have been laid to rest, the question of the definitional
issue and so on, but nevertheless these are issues which
the United Nations ad hoc committee will have to tackle
and one hopes that the constructive spirit that has
characterised the work of this committee in the recent
past will continue and pave the way for a constructive
discussion and the discussion within countries and
within organisations such as this would certainly help
this process to go forward. I will stop at this point and
I will be glad to answer any questions.
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nf r ' L,* .-. ie:.eral DenisPerera, anoldfriend,

,Lr' - ..i -r) :.hls serious problem with ali of
'ri : ':e i"r:st rime that General Denis has

'::- i!: ',i i:h a group of both present and
'lrlrrl ,.,,,1'' -' : :.: :hi> question of the link between

r n; . :.' r :riiitary strategy and the changing
r r -' *:, ir-. :e eard to the changing role of the

-ir r i r! not only the military who requires
: ::- rersons concerned with not only

ur, | : - r :, ',1 ith humankind have to change.
" - :::nue *ith the ideas, the ideals and

:, rf the past. In the past we have
the complexity of development

( - i,l - - ii to manage our economigs and our
iu: ':ie used oversimplified ideologies,
' :,: Frartisan approaches, we have been
1 -:. * a), \\,e have come at these problems

u ,4 " : .re doing two things. One is we are

. : , :r-simplify and refuse to let go of past

,, L.;-; ;r'.:.;;ice. On the other hand there is a lot
"' " n., : g ;nd new lessons that we can learn from

lrr' ' -. r.:: if rr'e don't change surely we will not
rL r' ' - I .lsuers to the problems faced not only

. " 
":- 

I poorer countries but also the problems
-:' i:rd ue will not be able to move in an

; :-!'iningful concept of one world. I am

::', mildly but let me back track. I am
j r: : tr,oint of departure, the three statements

, ' - . :i :\' the speakers at the inaugural and the
-,----- l^--J1-. ^-l ^1^^-l-. .L^],,,^::3 ;ame very loud1y and clearly that we

- : r :.a\\' response. You Gentlemen are one

:!t this is the same message that I am

:.-:e: * here. To our own SAARC countries,
. ' :i.ri€. to our scholars, to the dissent that is

- --:re 
-srass 

roots. I also give this in VOACD,
: L::.:,pe and also to the donor organisations

": i,::id Bank and the iMF. So this is not a

" , ::ranging but it is fairly consistent and
:r 
- -:: :r :ach. I don't have immediate answers for
- . :-':e that in the discussion after I have
: :-rced before you some thoughts that we

. : -:-ielv try to come to the point where the
,-:-i ;Eeakers wanted us to go. Coming ofcourse,
. '; :,e pre-coffee session which was on tenorism,

'r' :':e tenified that what might say might sound
' r-ln) kinds of terrorism and not always is

, ri:-' i - ic h ukes a violent form, always terroristic. If
,,r" : rll addressed in a rational philosophical,
-.r"r, i :elevant way then the dissent itself can

; :c ::roristic and then the response to the dissent
'l1lll nr *:'r r e can also become terroristic. Let me draw
ril J,r r.-::i:.:i to two or three simple situations where

in my last 30 years in the international system I faced,
well, i didn't participate but I faced these and it was
agonising. While I was in Thailand in the 70's when the
country was being ruled by the military junta. They
were corrupt, they were greedy, they were self-centered
and here I am not making any valid judgements, I am
just going to tell you the kind of agonising in re-appraisal
that one is periodically faced with. When the dissent to
their repressive regime came from below, particularly
from students and the young people in their wisdom
they ordered the military to go out there and shoot the
crowd. When the Majors and the next ranking officers
went to carry out orders as they were disciplined soldiers
and whatever, according to a very traditional pattem of
military, whom did they find there? Among them were
their own sons and daughters, and what did they do?
They turned the guns on thejunta and drove them away.

This is one situation I observed. A second situation
which was equally agonising from which one could leam
was operation Blue Star in India. This was a certain
kind of a dissent which, not properly addressed, led to
the militancy of the dissenting community, again the
military was used and then in the aftermath, the Sikh
community had pledged in the holiest of their shrines
that no Gandhi will ever be allowed to rule in India. Can
you imagine that if we are close to our political
leadership to this kind of anger and violence, there must
be something much more fundamental about this kind
of situation. To-day, coming historically closer to home
again, when General Musharref took over after two
attempts at corrupt democracies, the people went silent.
The people went silent, the Pakistani people are
responsive to social, economic political situations, more
than once they had overthrown military dictatorships,
but on this occasion they went silent. I have been
invited to go to Pakistan this rnonth, why? Because the
General in his wisdom has decided that he will resist all
international pressure to re-establish democracy in its
old form for a life with dignity, for a good life then you
must also address their economic needs, there needs

for staying where they are, their access to natural
resources, their access to knowledge which they have
available and can be supplemented by knowledge which
is more sophisticated and modern. Now, these three
situations, and in a month I will have to make up my
mind, what do I tell the Pakistanis. Let me now go one
step further, over a long period of time. The Chairman
mentioned that I have got my Ph.D. from Yale in
international economics, I've worked with some of the
most reputable economic institutions like the World
Bank and IMF and so on, but very quickly to take the
word of Mrs. Harbottle, I felt that this nanow discipline
like all disciplines, whether it is military discipline,

'lfl rl I



whether it is health, these are simple disciplines we
have taken our knowledge system, our whole approach

and instead of trying to maintain under very difficult
intellectual challenges and practical challenges, a

wholistic approach which is, natural, people don't view

their life in little boxes. Economic strategy cannot be

put into little boxes. To-day, you call something

economic development, tomorrow you will call it
economic and social development, a third day you will
come and call it human development. No, people are

our greatest asset. There are values, there are social

transitions that have to be made, institutions that have

to be made and if those institutions are not formed by

values, then surely there will be dissent and if you

suppress dissent we are finding that the whole social

fabric breaks at the seams. I am speaking in very simple
language, I am not going to put anything theoretical

nor am I going to put anything in mystified language

before you. There is a piece of paper that has been

circulated to you. This was an article that appeared in
the Sri Lanka Newspapers a couple of weeks ago. The
paper is headed, the caption was not mine, that was the

newspaper Editor's way of heading this article. It says

"Warning signals to South Asian Governments and

their donor partners." Now, this article was provoked,

and though it is from a South Asian point of view,

though it applies equally to any government anywhere.

This article was provoked by a statement by no less a

person than the President oflndia. On Independence

day, February 26h20}O,after 50 years of independence,

he decided, I presume over the heads of democracies

and political leadership, the President of India, I am told

is a very independent person, of some stature. He has

reminded us and, I don't have the paper but Mrs.
Harbottle, I wonder whether you would graciously read

the paragraph. This is what he said and let's just make

the point of departure for my main comments.

"Fifty years into our life of the Republic we find
thatjustice, social, economic and political, remains

an unrealised dream for millions of our fellow
citizens. The delegates of our economic growth

are yet to reach them. We have one of the world's
largest reservoirs of technical personnel but also

the world's largest number of illiterates. The

world's largest middle class but also the largest

number of people below the poverty line and the

largest number of children suffering from
malnutrition. Our giant factories rise from out of
the squalor or satellites shoot up from the midst

of hovels of the poor. Not surprisingly, there is a

sullen resentment among the masses against their

condition, erupting often in violent forms in
several parts of the country. Tragically, the
growth in our economy has not been uniform,
this has been accompanied by great regional,

social inequalities. Many a social upheaval can

be traced to the neglect to the lowest of society

whose discontent moves towards the path of
violence."

Now this ,tut"ni"rt was not made by a visionary

thinker, this is one of the most practical operational
politicians we have in the region made 50 years after

independence. Now my response to this started by

stepping back 10 years before, where I, as a scholar,

advisor, inter-disciplinarian, because I have takeri up a

lot of my economic thinking and narrow economic

thinking and theory a long time, even when I was at

university I was very uncomfortable with the kind of
theory that I was learning, and that was the beginning

of change when you begin to question yourself. It
didn't affect in the reality that I was seeing in our part of
the world or anywhere else. A miracle, the SAARC
heads of state in 1991 over the heads of their
bureaucracies, over the heads of their foreign offices,

over the heads of their advisors, suddenly began to

realise in 1991 with the last decade of the millennium,
that they could not manage their polities, that the

contradictions had sharpened, the rich were becoming
richer, there was no social contract to mediate these

tensions and that they were just flotsam and jetsam in
the hands of new social forces which were very
conflictual and the advise they were getting either from
inside from their consultants and their advisors or from
external sources somehow didn't add up and they

established an independent South Asian Commission
on Poverty Alleviation, on par with the Brookland
Commission, the Grant Commission, the South

Commission, these famous international commissions
which are established when problems become complex

and imponderable to sort out, clarify and come up with
some practical solutions. In their wisdom, and correctly

so, they didn't put a bureaucrat or an ex-head of the

treasury, you know a foreign diplomat and so on to
chair it. They went around South Asia and picked an

ex-head of state who was credible. They picked Mr.

Bhattarai who had just stepped down as Prime Minister
of Nepal, in his earlier incarnation the man who had

brought democracy to Nepal, and was sitting as an ex-

head of state as the Chairman. The miracle ofcourse

occurred that somebody who is a supposed to be

independent and outspoken, like myself, was evel

selected by heads of state to be the Vice Chairman and

the Co-ordinator. Normally our ideas may be taken bul

we are always delegated to the dustbin of history and

then somebody would modify, what we say, take half ol

it and then tailor it. This time for some reason I war

asked to be the Vice Chairman and each countrl
nominated two people. What did this report in a regior
where 15 South Asians who composed communitiex

who did never agree on anything. May I remind yot

Gentlemen, becausel am sure you havebeen faced wit
similar situations, we had very little funding to be abk

to do this, we didn't have the millions that go into iht

World Human Development report or World Banl

reports and so on, hardly a $.20,000/- was given to us t(

clarify this, when I protested, we got another $.50,00ry

and eventually we returned half because we said th
it's half money that talks, and these repolts give realll

our capacity to think and learn and change and givt
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rlllililr r r r i*ldrnce to our heads of state.
r ' I J ,: ar unanimous report, I thought
mr i+':'H t::-:r*i but all fifteen people worked

1r .1'* :.rl .lla ni_eht for several months and
n ^ ! J:,ri.l:nr-rus report and every word was

.,- -. 
'!r as going to the SAARC Summit
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: -iiare. l'et we summarised the report
flir:r ,, ii::: a:d one recommendation that we

things that we had done. We said that in our econo.ni., 
'

political approaches, we had dealt food security, of a

kind we had increased food production in our countries
and we can do a lot more and if you have surplus food
you could also reduce a great deal of poverty and ill
health because people will eat better and you could
prevent illness. Secondly we said that if you have

decentralised labour intensive industrialisation you can

give a lot of people work. Not highly centralised factories

automated, periodically you may have to use the highest

forms of technology but if you were to use simple
technologies building on the knowledge that people

have and then put new layers oftechnological capability
and competitiveness, we can not only get the benefits

of technology but we could also go competitively to
the global system. But first things first and go

sequentially. Start from where the people are and where

the people can build their capacity. And thirdly we said
this is a human problem, people want education, they
want health and so on and for this there is a great deal
of knowledge. All of it does not have to be transferred
from another culture we also have so we said don't
down-grade your knowledge system. Traditionally this

is not romantic traditionalism, there is a knowledge
system that we can use. Some of it handed down by
word to mouth by aural traditions and others may require

modem scientific delegation but some of it can also be
used as it is. That's the second message. Some good

things we have done but this crude, ideologically,
oriented "isms" whether the new classical which is

leading saying that you can get the market, the entire
social responsibility for solving these problems or that
a central bureaucracy with centralised planning of the
Soviet model can solve these problem is inadequate.
We have to now re-think and see what should be our
vision, what should be our values and is there an

instrumentality we can use in the transition where we
have boxed ourselves into a hopelessly unmanageable
polity. So we need step by step to have a transition that
can go from the current reality of unmanageability
towards the vision. Vision in our own region and vision
on the globe. And when we looked around, looked on
the ground to see whether there was any possibility, we
found that in the last 10, 15 years, no more, for Gandhism
had happened 50 years and brought political
independence, the economic implications of social
mobilisation from the base, the use of local resources,

the local knowledge, the creativity of the poor, the
efficiency of the poor was only beginning to come to
fusion and get organised as a new form ofsocial dissent
but it was not only dissent in the negative sense but it
was also a very positive force that showed the following:
the poor are efficient, they have knowledge, they can

relate in a non-credatory way to nature, if organised
their efficiency increases and if they are sensitively
supported, they can contribute, they can save, they
can irrvest, they can create assets and they can also
contribute to growth. So that is all fiction of the new

classical or the Marxists that said that growth can only
be contributed or generated by public and private sector

;ll l. -. No matter how you measure
* r .1.-i r '.-,t 

r-rf consultants, people running
" i :reJ.sure poverty, no matter which
. " H':inanDevelopmentindex,thePQLl,
'J - :3:\. the income index, there is357o to
:.::' : e relorv the poverty line. And in our
': - , n people this means 450 million are

: ii:, line. angry and dissenting as the
- : . ;aid. From this figure, we said you
* : Js ure any more, whether this rs 3'7 .23 ,

" -:',.: . r-r affect academics acclaim for their

r:i so on, is not a sufficient answer. We
:re South East Asian economy collapsed

.: ire miracle. We said we didn't say this
'i:- I lse we want the one world, we want to
- :.-re global system, we don't want to be in
; kind of centralised planning of the
,' e don't want to be also in the hands of the

. ., -,- ,, :ees and so on, the observable reality
'l r:r': , .:-<tJ million people, young, old, men,

: not have access to either basic
. :' . ' :, iit'e of reasonable dignity. From this
,', :ir ::"essageinthepovertycommissionwas

, - r': : i ie to our Heads of State. And thank
rirLr' "i:ti II::eenmembersofthecommiSsionsaid,
L*r ::"' .:: ilrstmessageinpoliticaltermsthatthis

- - ,-':::- lixes. these are not narrow options
Lrii L, : i) r.l:ts for. And the first message said this

- -. --- --- ^r -t^l- :. :^ ^^:^^I ' : i ..nl), puts democracy at risk, it is going
ir..nLiL ::sn't already done, to an unmanageable

,' - - :ss 1'ou label all of them terrorists, when
I ,r -.:: stould a few, we are going to have a

I r : ... economic, and social problem in your
rr ': .::', might survive and you might have to
I I ".: :utting this in very simple terms but the

,ir r , : ..ed was careful I've quoted in the

,.1- I nd message. We said to meet this kind
: :.ither the narrow economically oriented
" g,: lalisation, liberalisation, structural
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- ': : h is not socially responsible and very often
,:,: ! .1re unable to really to ensure their social

: ' at this stage, and at best they could take

: .-r : rr,-i be able to lift this mass out to a life free of
, ' :r :r3nity. So we said, this strategy is not only
.. * e. but this strategy could further polarise the
1 - - : l:r the next few decades could even increase

--:e: of poor leading to an even more
".- -i::-ble polity. Having said this, we didn't say

r: -r0 1'ears was wasted, there were a few good



and then it will have to trickle down or will have to

mobilise these savings and growth and then redistribute

it with safety nets and tranquilise the poor was a fiction.

There is a very powerful implication in all the success

cases and fortunately in every South Asian country

you look at, their models are different, so they can't be

narrowly modeled but there is a process and a certain

similarity where the poor are showing their efficiency,

their capacity to relate to nature, use their natural

resources, also knowledge that they have, upgrade that

knowledge with much greater technological choices and

generate a growth path which gives them a lot of work

and helps them to stay in their own environments. They

do not need to move from rural areas to urban areas,

come into slums and shanties and get involved in drugs

and violence and all of those things that I am sure you

have already discussed which makes it impossible for
you'll to manage either. Now, this phenomena of social

mobilisation and so on was then conceptualised and

we said here is a transitional strategy, why not use it,

encourage it, multipty the success stories, they are

coming in different shapes and sizes they will not be

elegant, but they will be the cushion, they will be the

transition. This is the way you mediate conflict and

conflict resolution. It's a powerful tool, use it. It is also

a cry for participation from the base and many countries

are now talking about decentralisation and so on as a

method of participatory democracy and to that you add

participatory development from the lessons on the

ground not from ideology, not from nalrow partisan

approaches but with this wholistic approach and there

may be the seeds for a solution.

Now these were the three lessons or the three

messages we gave. What was the recommendation?

The recommendation said that we need to have, walk

on two legs while cautiously opening up, liberalising,

modernising oru economy and introducing participatory

decentralised development, we should also have a

second leg which we called strategic pro poor planning

and pro poor growth, it is not a matter that growth is

produced only by the first leg, the modem leg, the public

sector, the private sector, and for the poor it is charity

and safety nets and tranquilisers. But that these are

two growth paths and we can see how to harmonies

this and if we don't do something like this surely this

dissent that is coming from below would have to be

labeled terrorist as once that anger is unleashed, it links

with necessity, it links with gender conflict, it links with

natural resource use and who gets what kind ofnatural

resources, the poor woman who has to walk two miles

to get a little bundle of wood to be able to cook meagre

food for the family at night or for the forest contractors'

Now this strategic pro poor theory has three

characteristics which are culturally, economically and

politically sound. If put into practice and you can go to

scale. One, culturally, it is ba'sed on the fact that all

human beings have some degree of efficiency within

them and that efficiency and creativity has to be

released. It's also culturally is relevant because no

matter what religion, whether it is our religions in South

Asia, Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam or even Christianiry'

the concept of sharing and caring is fundamental so it
is based on this fundamental, valuational framework' If
you eat, I have to eat and that is in practice all of it' It is

also based on a culturally rooted value, do not be

credatory on nature and the third element is that *'c
have knowledge of how to live with each other, of how

to relate to nature and how to also bring out additional

knowledge to cope with our problems.

The second fundamental truth about this
methodology of releasing this creativity and getting

this pro poor growth strategy in the transition, is that

this is very cost effective' It doesn't require large

amounts of capital which is the factor in short supply'

You can substitute labour and creativity of the poor

which is a wasted resource for capital, because we keep

running around the world asking for more capital, either

foreign aid or private transfers and if there is a tensioru

private transfers or capital will not, foreign aid will not

come in. So we are always running after the factor in

short supply ignoring factors in surplus. And thirdln
that some of our institutions are way outdated and have

to change. There is no way we can continue in this

fragmented, partisan mould. I am the military' you are

the politician, you are the scholar, you are a NGO and

go on. The challenge is very, Yery great. We have as I

started by saying, we have underestimated the

complexity and the magnitude of the problem and we

have over-simplified the kinds of methodologies and

tools that we have been using. I will not attempt to say

what should be the changing role of the military unda

these circumstances. In the three little illustrative

anecdotal situations in Thailand, India and Pakistan, l

think just picked at random, one sees the challenge tc

the military. There are answers, the question is whetha

we can all change and change to get, it is not just t

matter of the military changing and the politiciat
changing, you go around and listen to the curren

debate all over the world, we are the good guys ail
they are the bad guys, and somebody elseis to blarr
always, isit it I started with a very dramatic statemer

that now the whole global system is in bad shape

Even ifyouleave those verylarge issues alone,wha

about our own backyards, whether within our countrie

or within the the region and here is the challenge'

have, in these few minutes, friends, tried to speal

reflectively, I amnot amilitant, I amnota military perso

and I am not a politician. But in the morning when

shave, I have to look in that mirror and ask myself th

question, am I doing right? Is this the best that I can d

and I am sure that all of you also at some point of tim

must have to ask that question. Being retired military

only like to end by saying do you have to wait fc
retirement to ask that question? Can we all not do

now and can we not do this collectively? Thank yo

very much.
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rir i,ir,,, .!.iii ln the nature of general remarks on
,iir ,iillr: ;r:.rr'r;s. Perhaps a major proportion of

iilllr.r ..r.,.,..l:' in particular from the Sri Lankan
lilflllrrt"lir l;r nelertheless, I do feel that there are

illrr,rllr,il1rr: J Ji ihis country and in the other countries
mut,1 r"tfit.ularly with regard to the evolution of

fiiumr'*,a: context they will have application with
lrr:rs of intensity in particular countries in

t8lu,, r -',e ,ffle time with that, ensuring that the sources
,rr[t rr ] :..il1, Ibr that organisation are secure. i.e. this
r$r&i ir ,ir[ r. l-rt€s are underpinned, are given legitimacy
l]rar ,.r ,.r,,,:r -:*, represent a nation, that the collective
le,ii.l "r,"rr!:' :: the people as it were can be referred by
rlrllr rr "-.:.i:,C 

"rf nation and this is, I might also add, a

,r!n' , .'l ::;l is very much part of the colonial legacy in
rilriiir,,,r .:i -Je u,ay political organisation took place in

,.: centuries, and it is part ofcolonial legacy
r t i::herite.d at independence in terms of what is
' * e', to proceed in terms of organising society
, : f eruunng that every citizen within the territory
,,r o\\'n is treated well, treated equally and has

ilrLLr r., *l: ai:cess to resources for the good life as it
,u,'s* : - " r.r ant to submit to you that part of the problem
*rr : S:,u,th Asia is that we are not nation states. We

,rll"I iir,rrff "sfate nations" and what I mean by that is to

LIIILLL "I I
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I\ SOUTH ASIA AND ITS IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT
Dn. P. SaneveNAMurru

Director Institute of Policy Alternatives Sri lanka

Politics of South Asia and its Impact on Development

llhnruurmut ,lr"r. "!.:: \{arshal Goonetilleke, and thank say that we have inherited from our colonial masters

the infrastructure of the state of bureaucracy, indeed
the armed forces, legislation pertaining to public
security, public order, a system for the collection of
taxes, etc. basically, an organisation systems and
processes for controlling a population without
necessarily agreeing upon, amongst the various groups
in our respective societies, what the real source of
legitimacy for that organisation is. To cut a long story
short, I submit to you that if you look at the politics of
South Asia, it is a process by which the state is being
used to forge a nation. The state, the institution, if you
like, the cart has come before the horse. The state is in
constant search of legitimacy and in that constant
search for legitimacy, there is challenge, there is tension,
there is conflict, there is oppression. The ultimate prize,
as it were in South Asian politics has always been to
capture the state. In fact, in some cases it has been to
hijack the state basically, to get command over those
resources, over those systems, over those processes

and redefine the sources oflegitimacy and by doing so,

redesign the state, nearer to the heart's desire of that
group which has captured control of it. Hence it has

been an exclusive process. It locks people out, it
reinforces perceptions of discrimination and of
alienation, it therefore, throws open the challenge to
those who feel discriminated, of either creating a state

of their own or challenging it and wanting to take it
over. We know of the various demands for devolution
of power, of autonomy, ultimately ending up in
recession. Alternatively, they can be termed in the
lexicon of national self-determination and we also know
of insurgencies where access to socio-economic power
has been the defining feature ofit, because ofthe feeling
that you cannot really join the system, the system has

been so designed, constructed to keep you out in
perpetuity and that if it ever let you in, it will treat you in
a second class manner, therefore, you assault from the
outside, take it over or go ahead and create a state of
your own. Now in this process of trying to create a

nation, trying to secure the sources of legitimacy, there
is a paradox that we have to deal with and that is that as

our politics has reached out to more and more people in
a sense, to try and secure their allegiance to the state, it
has also become, if you like, as it has become more
democratised in terms of the promise of being drawn
into the state, it has also become more violent and more
populous. The state in our parts of the world has

Inlfl,rrflIri :,e tr ulk to you to-day on a very
illrr"lril ..i,tiad. Good afternoon, Ladies and

*t.r : . rntion rhat I received told me that I
riltllr|Iurti n $:ur-.r -{sian Politics and the impact on

ir :c region, can the military contribute
r)rm:ffiTrr t-li,: in a sense I want to try and relate

rRiillllfiilllL'r'*i ;r lr:eral on South Asian politics to the
rll Illrilil :lr.:[-i.:i-- ]n terms of what we consider to be

1 ie'i:l:-i of an input into that whole process
lllllflllr ir rTriilr; rsr.ces of it. NOw, a lot Of what I am

'Y:r.:r.an(-e s and similarities between what has

,,rr'r ,:rlrF€ndence in the late 1940's especially.
r, ,, lr,rfl L:,n therefore, of general remarks which

,rlillllul ,i r ::,. hrst point that I want to make to you is
'lrlrilNr i,rir' as it were, the account of South Asian

: ';:: last 50 to 60 years is probably best
;" rn: ri ;n ongoing nation and state building
'r i r.ird i ri.t I mean by that, therefore, is that what
irr r .i.*rcg about here is the building of the
i,ii'ri:l-is rf the central institution in society, for

:'"r : *:.-'urces in society, for maintaining the rule
,,iir,Lw 1' :"lttnining order in society, i.e. the state and



presented themselves first as the protector, against

external attack, the provider of all welfare and wellbeing.

Then it has moved on as it has, failed to provide as the

disjunction between promise and performance has

widened, it has become a it has moved into even our

private lives and told us what our morality should be. It
has moved, therefore, from protector and provider to

credator and as a consequence, as credator, the state

has increasingly had to rely upon force, coercion,

draconian laws, public security statutes etc., to protect

itself against its own people. That is a great paradox of
South Asia. I can't think for a moment of any single real

public security or public order law that we inherited

from our colonial regime that has been scrapped from

the statute book but I can think of many which have

been expanded, made more draconian, and all
encompassing over the 60 years of independent

statehood. That must tell us something about the

impact of our politics on development and indeed it
must also throw out the question as to development as

to what it does constitute for South Asian countries at

the end of the 20'h, century and at the beginning of the

21st. So we have a state where its legitimacy is

constantly threatened and if you look around South

Asia I would argue that the state in South Asia is in

various stages of decay. There isn't a single one that is

vibrant and healthy but rather all ofthem are in various

stages of decay, there is a need to be able to redesign,

Dr.Wignaraja no doubt talked about this, but to extend

on it, a new kind of social contract between the state

and those whose allegiance and resources it commands,

is necessary. There, needs to be a new agreement ifyou
like, satisfactory agreement, which is not in any way

interrupted or amended by periodic violence but by

debate, by discussion, by consensus as to what a

system of collective political organisation in South Asia

should be which everyone, in which every one will be

treated as an equal citizen and in which every one feels

that the system provides security, that the system

provides opportunity. If I might digress for a moment,

one of the most telling anecdotes that I have heard of, it
was actually a news report of the situation of South

Asian politics, is a story of a group of Sri Lankans drawn

from the majority Sinhala community as well as from the

minority Tamil community, both employed and

unemployed who had left this country illegally and tried

to enter Europe and they were stopped I think at an

immigration point somewhere in Spain. A number of
them were found dead. They had strapped themselves

to the bottom of lorries in order to evade immigration

officials. They had asphyxiated along the way and as

corpses they arrived in Europe, and what I find
particularly telling about that is that here regardless of
divisions of ethnicity, regardless of status in terms of

unemployment and 
"rnploy-"nt, 

these were South

Asians, who left, turned their backs on the system at

home because it was malfunctioning. They voted with

their feet and paid for it with their lives. It's a telling

indictment I think on the extent to which our politics in

our independent era has not been able to instill "the

feel good factor" in our people who it is meant to serve

and given them hope as far as the future is concemed.

So therefore we talk about development in this situation

in which we have states in various stages of decay, a

problem of legitimacy, the question that I ask therefore,

is that should not development take into account basic

notions of citizenship, civility, rights, tolerance,
pluralism, diversity. That if we are to develop, we need

to have a secure political context in which to do so, it's

indispensable for that and therefore, we need to have

citizens who are committed to a political culture in which

these are the distinguishing features where it is not

exclusive, but it is inclusive, where you emphasise that

difference is not a threat but an opportunity, where you

have notions ofunity in diversity which are enshrined

in the institutions of society but most importantly in

the popular culture of the day. So what I am positing to

you is a notion of citizenship in South Asia which must

be taken very seriously if our development, be it in
economic and social terms, is to release the full potential

of this greatly populated region of the world. Without

that, without those fundamental attributes of a just and

democratic social order, no economic experiment is really

going to succeed. It will constantly be challenged by

violence if the system is not seen to work, if the

processes, if the rules are seen to be skewed, if the

processes are seen to be long, inefficient and tardy etc.

violence will become further institutionalised as the

principle arbiter of social grievance, whether it be a

private land dispute, whether it be a question of group

rights. Now where do the armed forces come into this?

My understanding, my observation is that as the state

or those in control of the state, have had to defend

themselves to shore up their credibility, they have come

to rely increasingly upon the armed forces, the security

forces, the forces of law and order. They have dragged

them into a defence of the regime. Dragged them into a

defence of the regime and thrown them into processes,

into context which have hitherto been alien to them.

Their training has not attuned them necessarily to thaL

I take my own country, Sri Lanka, inthe city of Colombo,

for example, the average citizen's first regular, daily

contact with the state is at the check point. The Security

forces, the Armed forces, are drawn very much into tht

daily lives as part of the social architecture of South

Asian societies, particularly, as I gave the example, in

Sri Lanka. That does put a tremendous responsibility

upon the soldier, the policemen, at the check point, as



nt :fl *€ sure of the establishrlent of
il$ff rul: rlel. indeed as the embodiment
mi Hc :r. .-rf lau, and the providing of

i! rl*Iilucttr -d1d here comes the problem.
r,,; *:r,-h armies and security forces

uru r:lp:Se,j. are made aware. senSitiSed
:,[- :e rule of law and security in

.Lr[tr r1r,u]lr;u.l!. nrges of conflict, of division, of
'l[llr rprtur r!."dnr is this greater awareness part

lilil hE T?.rnine of a military, our security
*t:r;': :-r'freing drawn willy, nilly into, on

nun: anJ more into daily governance and
lf .I tr. il'd order and therule of law. What

l'|il{i reJ'r:r) point at that check point could
fllfifl[htli]flr' -r;ns€r;uences for peace, harmony and

rilr8rlmlnu-"11"u 'r into the future in our societies
u iu,r.J:enir realises that it has to heal itself
v'nh l:. On a number of occasions I have

;reck points, I am a Tamil in the context
-"[firirirli.;1, &rrd quite often I have been asked to

r.;duce evidence that I have registered
11 rLr;,r Stalion. And I turn round and I tell

rmrr uilndru', r S:nhala I can command. that there is
ilr ::r j!:,i that requires me to do so. In fact,
'ilr - . - f :s land that requires me or anyone to
t,M:,, 

''"L. D card. So if you arrest and detain me
0'r' rtflui:i int I don't have these documents as a

ir r : J - L.iorr\,. I will take you to court, you are
:r* ;r. * .A.nd quite often I get the answer..But

rlflir III|B 'i:i,lrri li,ld us that." No One haS told uS that. If
'hnr,x.ir"ltcessant contact that a citizen has with
'i:i','n-es. ri'ith the armed forces is one in which

ilrilIun 'lLsr s 'rhat her or his rights have been violated
/ rnr. ilrr; :t€ response, if you are intrepid enough or

ruur ::rl-,ugh, as the case may be, to question that
rririlr 'fl,rd ir,[,J us so, the Security forces cannot then

H,u rile of law. They cannot plead ignorance,
,,,,1i1t:l."1rlr,:rf -i*1" that they were not trained, they cannot

be a part of the solution, they will continue to be part tf
the trouble. More and more as armies, as security forces
in South Asia get drawn into the local conflicts that our
societies are racked by, they get involved in engaging
in civilian functions, they get involved in engaging in
political functions, like winning hearts and minds
through daily conduct, through a determined,
preconceived strategy they have to act as politicians.
It's grown more a question of saying these are the orders
given and I carry them out. You are not involved merely
in the how, but you are also involved and your activities,
your actions condition the what and the why. Therefore,
if one looks at the whole question of what the Military
can do in a situation in which our political evolution
has not been at all salubrious in terms of development
potential in South Asia, my appeal to you is to look in
terms of what kind of vision of our various countries in
South Asia we want? What are the activities we get
more and more drawn into? What is it that needs to
prepare us, educate us to be able to be an input into a,
resolution ofconflict process rather than behave either
through ignorance or unpreparedness in further
institutionalising a problem and deepening division?
The security forces, the security establishment drawn
into performing, drawn in to play the role of local
politicians almost, for want of a better phrase for
describing it, have to therefore be very much aware of
democratic values, respect for human rights, and not
just awareness and respect but also a determined
concerted effort to open the space for further enjoyment
of those rights to be able to strengthen those rights
into the future. So, whilst you can contribute in a variety
of ways to development seen in economic terms, in terms
of the provision of resources, distribution of resources,
coming to the aid of the civilian population in terms of
disasters and emergencies, this is equally or more
important because it is on issues like this where the
future of our societies ultimately depends. Thank you.
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WCARGA Conference ( C o nt d )

1.

STRUGGLE AGAINST TERRORISM, . NEW PROPOSALS

Lr. GpNpnar Nxolet Drnxov (Russia)

At present all the world including Russia has

become a subject of threat by political, nationalistic

and religious extremists, which it has never seen

before. They use terror as the main mean to achieve

their goal. Hundreds ofterrorist actions resulted in

thousands ofdeath ofpeople take place every year'

According to available information, more then 500

stable terrorist groups are active for to-day in the

world. Such terrorist organizations as "Red

Brigades", "Red Army" and "Hazballagh" have not

even hundreds but thousands active members'

Bomb attacks at World Trade Center in New-York

and at federal building in Oklahoma-City showed

that terrorists can enter any country at any time'

Wth all themany-sided visibility of terrorism - from

nuclear to criminal - its nature is always the same:

destructive challenge to society, complete
ignorance of the all-human principles and values,

unscrupulous of the methods and the means'

To-day terrorism is directly closed up with such

threats to democratic society as organized crime,

illegal arms trade, drugs, legalization of incomes of
crime activity, crimes in the sphere of computer and

other high technologies.

As therule the aim of terrorist activities is to achieve

certain changes in the policy by undertaking

aggressive actions against the authorities, groups

of population, the representatives of foreign states

and international organizations' The conflicts of
political, social, territorial, national and ideological

character are usually brought to terrorist struggle'

Sometimes criminal activity also reach terrorist

scales.

2. During the last years international Islamic terrorist

organizations supported by some radical middle-

east regimes became the most dangerous'

Contemporary terrorist organizations of Islamists

are a well-organized organizations with functional

specialization, which have their own banks,

enterprises, and land. Islamic fighters are fanatically

devoted to religious ideals, have very strong

discipline and high combat training' These

organizations are operating on international scale,

use modern communications systems, transport,

weapons and hence are the source of danger to the

life of a great number of PeoPle'

The political doctrine of fudu'n"ntalists have two

main goals; elimination of temporal power in Islarnic

states and installation of the Shariat law as well as

the integration of islamic people into a united

society. Islamists are actively infiltrating into the

territories of India, Philippines, former Soviet

republics of the Caucasus and Middle Asia, and

also try to organize their branches in the European

and American states.

3. A number of states, including Afghanistan and

Middle-East countries are actively supporting

lslamic fundamentalists. According to the available

data about 120 terrorist Islam groups received

financial support I the amount of 4'5 billion dollars

in 1998.

The territory of Afghanistan became the basis of

expansion ofterrorism into two directions: against

Islam republics of the former USSR and Yugoslavia

and against India. At the territory of the former

USSR the heaviest strike was received by Tajikistan"

which was invaded by hundreds of fanatic

professional fighters with the experience of Afghan

war. Afghan terrorists intensively acted and

continue to act in Chechnya (Hattab and others)'

in Bosnia and Kosovo.

Hundreds of terrorists from African and Asian

countries receive combat training in the Agfhan

camps of modjaheds.

Iran also supports international terrorism' Islamic

regime of Iran considers terrorism as a usual way

of waging a war for "cleaning" the Islarn and as the

legal method of struggle against heretics and non-

believers. Iran authorities coordinate the activitl

of Shcheet terrorist organizations in other countries

(Hazballagh, Hamaz, Palestine Islam Gikhad ani

others), and supplies them with finances, weapoil

and ammunition and offers its help in the traininf

of tenorists,

Kaddafi regime in Libya supports revolutionarl

terrorist organizations in Latin America, Europe

Asia and Africa. According to availabL

information, at present Libya gives its support u

more then 30 terrorist organizations in all th'

continents.

Pakistan also supports terrorism on a large scalt

In the end of 70s Pakistan started wide terrorit

operations in India, first of altr in the States c

Kashmir, Punjab and Jammu'

Such countries as Syria, North Korea, Sudan an

some others also give serious support to terrorisn
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roons in Russia as well as in the
mcpubfu"cs. But after the collapse of

a;trtitl' spread as never before.
nr 9lx after the number of terrorist

m llr.r:fusrrr Caucasus (including high-
' r I url*cks and kidnapping) and after

,rf ihe members of Parliamentand
(:ruui:r,&l :st5 Russia included terrorism

fom rr mrr,atr ro the state and its political
titurnmg :re t-irst Chechen war the society

*s *cale and the danger of terrorism
;ri ctlilisans were taken hostages

**e killed int the hospitals of
mi Klzliar. The explosions of bombs

fiIqi ransport and at the railroads of
ft,spia.'ed the reality of the threat of

'm Xhe population of the country.

rf 1999 rvhen the terrorist invaded
nqsuuilsj in hundreds of civilian deaths

ilu'rrrm$ oI houses in Moscow, Buinaksk
u hich killed more then 300 people

n ;ircar showed to the people and the
of R.ussia the necessity of complete
firrtrist gangs at the territory of Russia

unxm:q* ,rf complete liquidation of terrorist
,r nhra territory of Chechnya. In such a

ftuxsra had to start a large-scale military
m Clrochnya with unavoidable casualities
tum dre part of terrorist groups, but in

nmmp's and civilian population.

meres clearly displaced their double

Spoach to the events in Chechnya and

Mcffioe a subject of threats to be isolated
lly sanctioned, Moscow is accused

ilihm ru mrrfrods of struggle with international
{m[mMEm. I-{TO states, flrst of all the United States
19966 i&r'tqu for "inadequate response to Chechen
ilmfiunms"' ood demand immediate termination of
rmnlrrfunnu,"l ,,trp{ration and beginning of political
ril{g@lllJ&xirrr,os in order to regulate the conflict
mnndfuufu LiS President B. Clinton declared that
llCIuwlm *:11 pa1'a high price for such actions", and
:tinu*,it Foreign Office demanded Russian
itrnmnm*od,or to give official explanations in
ruflfllllliffiin;il], u'ith the action of Russian troops in
IiXltrumq*u"

Itlhun mtia started real information war against
flilrrutmrur m order to prove "aggressive nature" of
iluluustx;u

'-:lrlrrmr l;lon. as one can consider, only prove moral
uilulrmluln ur the international terrorists with the idea
r[t] unrrlfiF,a a pause in military operation of Russian
finmrrym. ln give the bandits time for putting their

1lrulr6s l: order, to let them receive more arms,
mmm,mtllon and mercenaries.

What is the most striking thing in all this campaign?
Europe is speaking out loud about the violations
of human rights in one of the Russian republics
where counter-terrorist operation is taking place.
At the same time it pays no attention that the human
rights were brutally violated in Yugoslavi a after
NATO Air Forces hundreds of times exceeded the
military capabilities of Yugoslavia delivered bomb
and missile strikes against civilian objects of this
state resulted in killing of innocent people. Military
machine of NATO was used not against terrorists,
but against sovereign state, against the people of
Serbia and Kosovo.

In this connection it should be remembered how
the situation in Kosovo developed.

In 90s terrorist organization named "Army of
Liberation of Kosovo" (ALK) was created on the
basis of armed separatist movement. It put forward
the aim to achieve independence of kosovo from
Yugoslavia. Started from 1996 ALK began active
guerrilla war with terrorist activities aimed against
the Serbs, Montenegro's and the representatives
of other nationalities. ALK commiued many criminal
actions including robberies, rapes, destruction of
property of people, ethnic cleanings. Thus, only
during 8 months of 1998 ALK committed 1126
terrorist acts. Yugoslav army response caused
massive refugees into the neighboring countries.
In Spring-Summer of 1999 NATO under the
leadership of the United States conducted military
operation against Yugoslavia and forced Belgrade
to withdraw its troops from Kosovo. In spite of the
agreement that Kosovo remained as an integrated
part of Yugoslavia, the aim of Kosovo terrorists
was achieved with the help of NATO - the region
became independent from Belgrade leadership.

NATO demands from Moscow to be careful in
Chechnya in the course of elimination of bandit
gangs, and to use force only adequate to the force
of terrorists. But the West itself several months
ago used such a force against Yugoslavia which
could never be described as "adequate".

They used against Yugoslavia a group of force
consisted of ll2l battle and transport aircraft, 3

aircraft carriers, 6 attack sumbarines, 2 cruisers, 7

destroyers, 1 3 frigates, 16,000 ground troops.

They made more then 35,000 battle air flights,
delivered thousands of air strikes against military
and civilian objects in Yugoslavia, launched 1000

cruise missiles, dropped 23.000 gravity bombs and

rockets. The intensive air strikes achieved 1000

battle air flights per day (in Chechnya - 60 flights
as maximum). All NATO force was used not only
against military objects, but also against homes,
kindergartens, schools, hospitals and factories.

{
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9.

Bridges and airfields, motor and railways, life-
support infrastructure, radio and TV centers have

been destroyed.

Having forgotten about the Balkana war, western

politicians to-day while insisting on negotiations

with bandits in Chechnya in practice interfere into

Russian internal policy. The West is obviously
interested in struggle against terrorism in Chechnya,

and that it why it put forward absolutely
unacceptable demands. It becomes more and more

clear that the aim of the west is not the struggle for
human rights and the security of the Chechen

people, but geopolitical interests. But the interests

of Russian national security strongly demand to

complete the anti-terrorist operation in Chechnya

in spite of the pressure of the US and other NAIO
countries aimed at termination of military operation

in that region of Russia.

We should also mention one more point. At present

the possibility of use by terrorists nuclear, chemical

and biological weapons is becoming more realistic.

Anew formof terrorism - computerterrorism, which

foresee penetration of military, medical, banking and

other financial computer systems, has become a

reality. These acts could be undertaken with the

purpose of sabotage, delivering economic damage,

disorganization of transport and also presents the

danger to human lives.

One should mention that the international
community is not indifferent to terrorism.

At present we have l0 adopted and workable
universal anti-terrorist conventions, which concern

various types of terrorism. During recent several

months a number of additional steps in this field
were undertaking, which were initiated by some

states, including Russia. In particular, in September-

October of 1999 the UN Security Council accepted

a Resolution on trans-national organized crime

alongside with the corresponding Joint Statements

of thePermanent Members of the Security Councrl-

the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the CIS and the

members of the Moscow ministerial meeting on this

matter"

A1l this helped the mobilization of the efforts of
international community for the struggle against

international terrorism, including the counter-

actions against the support of the terrorist forces

in Northern Caucasus.

Unfortunately all the accepted documents in the

majority of cases have a character of
recommendations. At the same time, as we alreadl'

mentioned, some states are not only passive in the

struggle against terrorism, but also want to use it
in their own interests. Under such conditions all

the appeals of the UN General Assembly rvill not

be effective enough.

There also exists a question of what shall we do

and what measures couid be undertaken in order

to further reduction of the existing level of terorism.

I mean reduction, not a complete elimination
because it is not real to expect its complete
liquidation in the foreseeable.

First of all - it is an improvement of the economy

and the social conditions in the regions, where the

terrorism is mostly spread. Then - timely solution

of the existing conflicts by political means, because

it is well known that the violence brings resistance.

Secondly - we need more strong legal rneasures to

punish for terrorist acts or for.the membership in

terrorist organizations. All the slates have to dc

their best to really join the existing agreementl

concerning the struggle against terrorism and tc

accept coresponding legal.

Thirdly - we should reinforce internationa
sanctions against the states, which give suppor

to terrorism and.

7.
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o: I{ATO WON THE WAR AND LOST PEACE
h{,cJ. GENERAL Kosres X. KoNsraNrnrnts (Greece)

hc *oo &e war against the Serbs,

mErce. This is the impression of all
lemcrs.

ffic former Yugoslavia since April,
m the consequences of US and

fu rrc no saints, but to demonise one
Safterx as the West has done ttrough

pryqmda machine is to act partially

Scrbs were ethnically cleansed from
[il Arlrnrrieo President Franjo Tudjman's

m Scrbia. A considerable number of
ft,r.m Bosnia. More than 300,000 Serbs

ilf,ffsrnrt-r since it has been under NAIO

ffie Dal.ton Accord has achieved no
fme, The ethnic cleansers ofdiffering

rm charge. Hardly any refugees have

m rffirm lo their homes. Without an

timct. fighting would almost certainly

trmaernational aid money, is starting to
lllhrs rilill exacerbate problems and racial

fiFlr' flics should face the reality of its own
fu Balkans and should start to assess what

md rlhat is not,

'lilnnfummunl Crisis Group (ICG) has identif,red

m rrXation to Bosnia that could provide
hur to continue with failure will only

f!ililue.

,hm f,rmoro. rhe West's failure is ever more
lb --r er* helming majority of Serbs have fled

because KFOR - NATO's Kosovo
forse - could not supply security and the

rrd :mmcrnational policemen has never reached

Luget, which was in any case almost
nu mnail.

,{hffirdxng to ICG, murders have been running at

i[]l u ri,eL the majority of the victims are Serbs,

firtered KOSOVO in mid June. The level of
tin:rn-.rtEd by the ICG, by Christmas about 800
u+r[], have been killed in Kosovo since KFOR's

,tr s irits"rr that whatever measures the occupying
u,q rrking; they are inadequate to prevent

The numbermay havebeenreduced if the military
had been more aggressive in enforcing the peace, but
that also would have made the military more subject to
risk.

The occupying forces are training a new police
force, a majority ofthem former Kosovo Liberation Army
- the so called UCK. We know very well the anarchist

character of our neighbours Albanians, because we
host more 600.000labour immigrants in my country. Since

they came in Greece the crime, violence, robberies, thefts
have been highly increased.

To what extent can they be relied to apply the law
impartially? NATO claims to act for humanitarian
reasons. It broke its own charter. It created a new
principle about humanitarian wars. It acted without UN
sanction. The result is a greatly enlarged humanitarian
problem, coupled with the destruction of homes, of
industry, of infrastructure.

The presumed target, the Serbian military, was

hardly touched. All we know that the West's promise to

rebuild Kosovo, to restabilise its homes, its businesses

and its industries, are presently ringing hollow. Non-
governmental organizations, are doing a tremendous
job in the most trying circumstances, but otherwise it is
a disaster area.

The west should have the courage to examine its
Balkans policies from first principles. It should have the

courage to admit errors where errors have been made

and when claimed objectives have not been achieved.
This is hard since some leaders of NATO countries have

been so outspoken, so dogmatic, so certain that they
could really achieve a better situation than that which
existed at the beginning.

The history of the Balkans is long and deeply
etched in the minds of all its inhabitants. To act on the

basis of what has happened in the past few months or
years alone, and presume to be able to find solutions to
the deepest and most intractable divisions between
people of different race and religion is a bold and uneasy

assumption.

The greatest indictment of the West is that this
war would not have been necessary if the West had

been honest and skilled in diplomacy.

The terms of the Rambouillet Accord were
arbit?ary; there was no negotiation; it was an ultimatum
- a tragic example of how not to achieve a negotiated

solution.
retribution.



There are many that believe that Rambouillet was
designed ti-r provide an excuse for war. Let me be specific.
At Rambouillet, the occupying force was to be NATO.
It was to have access to the whole of Yugoslavia at
NAIO's discretion In addition. There would be a vote
in three years that would assuredly have taken Kosovo
out of Yugoslavia.

No Serbian leader could have accepted these
conditions. The ultimatum was itself a declaration of
war. At the end of the war, NATO made three significant
concessions; First, the occupying force would be under
the UN, not under NAIO; Second, it would be confined
to Kosovo;and Third, Kosovo was recognized as totally
and permanently subject to Yugoslav sovereignty.

If those points had been on the table at
Rambouillet, it is my judgment that not one bomb would
have been dropped. Western policy makers should do
better than this. Being of the West and Balkan, I find it
vastly disillusioning when western mistakes and errors
can be so blatant and have such tragic results.

The European Union still permits the US and
Britain to dominate policy in relation to the Balkans. It
is time that Europeans were more assertive in relation to
European affairs.

This was meant to be a humanitarian war as the
NATO leaders so often said an example of what NATO
will do this century. We should hope that NATO would
never again embark on such an enterprise. This war
magnifi ed humanitari an disaster manifold.

Both UNHCR and the ICRC were - and, for all I
know. still are - under pressure, particularly from the US
and Britain, to reduce programs to Serbia. It is clear that
the ICRC had never before been under such political
pressure. I knew that neither organization would bend
to such pressures and that both wouid pursue their
humanitarian mandate with absolute integrity.

The Americans and the British had already madc
sure that humanitarian aid to Serbia was extraordinarily
restricted virtually to food and water. But in the cold ol
a central European winter, warmth and heating is jusr as

essential to life, especially for the old or the very young.

Already certain humanitarian aid necessary fu
survival has been provided on the basis ofthe recipient's
politics. Such conditionality on humanitarian aid should

be condemned; it represents a destruction of the

humanitarian values that NAIO claimed it was fighting
for.

Dear Friends,

As a counter to the US and British pressures, the

IJN on December 13 passed a resolution urging all states

and agencies to provide additional support to alleviate
the humanitarian needs of Yugoslavia as a whole. The

resolution drew special attention to the hardship, caused

by winter.

We now hope that all Western donor countries
will respond to the UN resolutions calling for increased

humanitarian aid to Yugoslavia as a whole. Not on

political reasons. It is urgent to stop all embargo.

Kostas X. Konstantinidis.

PROPOSALS

Therefore I propose to demand :

l, To give humanitarian aid to the Yugoslavian
people without political criteria.

2. To support the stability accord for the whole
Balkan.

3. All parties to abstain from any destablizing
action in the region.



TIIE COLOMBO DECLARATION

ilihGa trtrcrals, admirals and

f"""""""'dry 11nk in the afmed fOfCeS Of
mrri nho have assembled in

fr1 1l rrrmftr to discuss the ways and
rcgional and global peace

rffir focus on the changing role
m 6e gJobal sphere, re-affirm

iiir dbe principles that underpin
klry-ation (Annex 1) which we

ilfinC 1998 bur

! po\'ertlr gap which is increasing
[ryrqi of countries and we support

Itu rrdress this through greater
,m drcation, healthcare, housing

lDntfnance.

aslmmetry of wealth which is
rym security, both local andglobal,

ilr,msEqueor political instability which
mr r falr belief in the applicability of
drmtons

rurodrn,nicns which are in danger of failing
ffifumilry ahcadv failed to ensure that officers
iltrl ru',l,Clers are taught properly their
rupmniftrllioes to the common standards set
ffinm rtu Geneva Conventions and their
mudiluur!$- as u'ell as their duty to their state.
fimd. t[dber. rhat accepted common standards
hll t,'rro*" decency accorded to both one,s
ilmEEry nmd civilians as clearly established by
tfuu l.rrlC's major religions, are being flouted.
ful ;r crmsoquence,

illir:pr 6a1efi5g1 which is a scourge and the
fimmrfr itr!'ous challenge to our civilisation and
wlmcmi rs adopting all types of developing
wrkrcrra.ry' and technology can gain ready
,*uiltlu{,l from people in all walks of tife.
]Iffr'.,r;ri-*irn in its various definitions has political
rmlllr[ lr,erse roots and so however intensely
pmum'oments deploy military responses, its
miirnumaci,on will develop from initiatives which
um pnncipally political but which must take
ffi'fiu[l account economic, social and
rmpn:adonal considerations. To address this,

initiatives in conflict resolution based
;im r search for the underlying causes of the
;rufllsts,

lu.ace-keeping, peace-making and
rcue-building efforts with the attendant
fi'Lmrng and re-orientation of the military
'fi,ntrds these goals;

xd we encourage the study of participatory
development within and between regions
which should be more rapidly deployed as such
initiatives tend to encourage social cohesion.

And in the global sphere,

we continue in our support for the initiatives of the
United Nations and those organisations
associated with it globally, regionally and
nationally, working towards a more stable
community;

d in the primacy of the United Nations in all major
international peace-building initiatives, in the
search for peaceful settlement of international
disputes,

xd the use of the United Nations Registerof Arms
Sales as a spur to international transparency
in the arms trade,

nd in the encouragement of new thinking and new
concepts of global security which go beyond
purely military considerations but embrace also
economic, humanitarian, social, ethnic and
environmental considerations;

rd the creation in the Middle East (annex 2) and
Southern Asia (annex 3) zones free of weapons
of mass-destruction and their delivery
systems, and co operation in the prevention
of the spread of such weapons in these
regions,

ild the support for joint programmes in mine
clearance, including along borders.

Weencourage,
the initiatives of the member states of the
European Community assuming greater
responsibility for their own security through
its security and defence initiatives (ESDI)

intheMiddleEas!
all efforts in the cause for ajust, comprehensive
and lasting Arab-Israeli peace,

the conclusion of peace between Israel and
Palestinians as well as with Syria andlebanon,
co-operation in developing ajoint strategy on
water issues,

Weproposethat:
. European states revisit the terms of the

Helsinki Agreement which provided a
comprehepsive approach to regional security
and



co-operation in Europe and a template for the

Kampala agreement for Africa

ed other regions consider adopting similar
instruments accordinglY

ad the establishment of Conflict Prevention
Centres in the Middle East, Southern Asia and

other regions currently without one,

ild the military concentrates more on

environmental programmes and take an active

part in environmental conservation;

ad it examines those of its systems which, often

at an intermediate technological level, could

be applied in the wider community for social

benefit;

ild 'education for peace' is incorporated into the

curriculum ofall schools, because unfounded

prejudices can develop at school age and later

provide the foundation of insurmountable

obstacles to the realisation of harmonious

relations between neighbours,

andweagreeto
contract with the United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organisation (LJNESCO)

in a Partnership Agreement in which we would

adopt the role of Messenger for Maniftsto
2000

ad inaugurate a new award titled Nerv Initiatives
in Co-operation for Peace, urging that it be

launched on or before 14 September 2000, the

day for the International Year for the Culture

of Peace, and that the first awards be

announced at thd next meeting of our
organisation, guided by a steering committee

of ourmembers [annex4]

ild and the strengthening of membership of our

Association in all parts of the world [annex 5]

ild the translation of this Declaration into the six

official languages of the United Nations and

to work for its wide circulation

Finally, weagree
to reconvene in the Middle East in the year

2W).

Signed by all delegates present and ratified by others

who were unable to attend. (45 from 30

countries)

ANND(2 '

Mnor,BEsr
Courrnrps IN Trm Anar LEAGuEs IsnauAru Innx.

ANNEX3

SotmrenN Asn

AI\ND(4

SrrrxrNc Co*tlrrrrr:

Lt-Gen Joseph Lagu, Africa
Lt-Gen Denis Perera, Asia
Vice-Admiral RoY Breivik, EuroPe

Gen Mohammad ShiYYab, Middle East

Gen Leonard Johnson, Americas
(datails at page)

ANNEX5

U Membership All members should:

(i) search for additional funding for out

activities and secretariat

(ii) contact ex-service institutions as platformt

for membership growth as a base and, il
Commonwealth countries, approach Unita
Services Institutions to provide meetinl

Points

(u) encourage regional chapters to meet it

alternate years to the WCARGA biennia

meetings

(iv) notify conference organisers of thei
membership and take the opportunity tr

inform other participants of WCARGA

2l Consultative Board Members to

(, represent each region

(ii) stand down after two years, but we allowe

to stand for re-election

3l WCARGAWeshould

(1) set out to link with other like-minde
organisations, especially those working i

regions where WCARGA membershiP

established, by use of its vzebsite and othr

means

(ii) support initiatives by members in offerir
the support or mediation facilities t

WCARGA members, if requsted.



'N[riirrrtrYling rank in the armed
futroning in a traditional role

qilnl'frlnres to defend .them againsl

hre *imessed, during our own
lllr, rryu{ cl'olution of the role of the

rE! (D;ompass a range of decision
,m fu mc hand, the deployment of

to, on the other hand. the
r6fri'r'Fer\omel mines, all bringing

n utr global community,

lo Arusha, Tanzania from all five

Frih. to peace and security on
,AfuEL

,dl'*$r<sing other issues, were briefed
.h@ l^aity Khama, President of the

Tnlunal forRwanda, taking place
hrunileng and the importance of which
m minds of the challenges that stil1

commumfy,

following retirement from active
flhm,, a1166**h our national cultures differ

r:quired a common culture thatenable
c*.h other and to develop an informed

rcrn,ork. and consider also how our
be deployed for the maximum benefit

smmlmlt)"

iliMumr olil't tlrc intemational community to the
rnrning systems which identify tensions

m*irtlcal crisis, and we resolve to:

WORLDWIDE CONSULTATIVE
ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED
GENERALS AND ADMIRALS

AnusHe Ds,clnneuoN oF 1998

Gmals, Admirals and Air

ANNEXl
to Colombo Declaration

search for peaceful settlement of disputes;

encourage new thinking and new concepts of
global security which go beyond purely
military considerations but embrace also
economic, humanitarian, social, ethnic and
environmental considerations ;

support the initiatives of the United Nations
and those organisations associated with it
globally, regionally and nationally, working
towards a more stable community.

strengthen the membership of our Association
in all parts of the world;

endorse the establishment of a secretariat with
necessary funding;

agree opinions and make proposals ideally
through consensus;

seek participation in existing and future
processes in the pursuit of peace in which we
believe we can provide informed advice;

authorise the translation of this Declaration
into the six official languages of the United
Nations and to work for its wide circulation;

to reconvene in South Asia in the year 2000.

This declaration was signed by all the
participants representing the countries from
all the continents.



HAS SOUTH ASIA MISSED THE BUS
(Mn.JonN GooNERATNE, Former Ambasasdor)

Introduction by LT. GrN. J. E. D. Pnnsne VSV D.Litt FBIM President ARFRO

Today we have a subject which is not only of
general interest to those of us who live in the SAARC
region but I know many of you serving people visit
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and now even Nepal so it
will be useful for you to get a background as to why
SAARC is not moving forward as it should. Dr.
Gooneratne who is here today will tell us all about it. Dr.
John Gooneratne who is the speaker today is a very
modest man. When I asked him for his CV he said "that's
history" but he has given me the history in a few notes

here and he gave it to me just as I was walking in here.

So I have to read it. He was from 1961 till 1993 in the Sri
Lanka Foreign Service. A career diplomat as we call
them. He has served in several of our embassies,
Washington, Rangoon, Cairo, UN Mission, New York,
Washington DC as Deputy Chief of Mission and later
as Ambassador to Iraq with concurrent accreditation to
Turkey and Jordan. He was in Iraq during the Gulf War
so I told him the next lecture will have to be on the Gulf
War. After retirement, he joined the Regional Centre for
Strategic Studies in Colombo as an associate Director.
Our last speaker was the Executive Director, General
Bannerjee, who was here last month. So Dr. Gooneratne
was there before him. Now, I will invite him to address

us on the subject we have given you. He has written
several articles to English newspapers in Sri Lanka and

to journals in India on current affairs, SAARC., terrorism

and nuclear non-proliferation. He is an erudite man, a

simple man, I am sure you will enjoy his talk. May I
invite you, Dr. Gooneratne to address us.

If countries or regional groups fail to adapt to
changing circumstances, global, regional and domestic,
they have missed the bus. If you miss the bus you
don't get to your destination. If you are lucky that there
is another bus, you might get there eventually, but only
after a long delay, and a lot of wasted time and
opportunities.

TheNewUnipolarWorld

The world today has moved to a new period. The
change is so recent we don't know what to call it; so we
call it the poslCold War period, just to differentiate it
from what went on before. The world then was easier to

decipher. You belonged to one of two camps - the
American or the Soviet Union. If you did not want to
join either camp on a permanent basis, but wanted to
retain a conscience vote, as it were, tojoin on an issue

basis, then you joined the Non-aligned camp. But along

with the collapse of the Soviet 0mpire went the old Cold
War period.

The post-Cold War period is considered a peric

of Pax Americana with America as the sole super pow(

The world now is to all appearances unipolar (Unitr

States) in its power structure. No doubt, there are sever

other economic powerhouses. So there seems to be i

unipolarity in power structure, and a multipolarity
economic structures.

Unipolarity is a structure in which one state

capabilities are too great to be counterbalanced, or evt

challenged by a single state or a group of states. Unlil
two bloc leaders during the Cold War, the U. S. now tt,

a commanding lead over all the others in all the elemen

of material power: economic, military, technological, ar

geographical. Quantitatively and qualitatively tl
advantage ofthe US over the other countries, or ev(

the combined strength of most of them,
unprecedented. Given the dramatically different pow
distribution alone, we should expect world politics
work differently now than in the past.

The new global power structure is accompanir

by characteristics of its own. Prominent among them

what is called Globalization. Globalization is
multifaceted phenomenon. The more important, and wh

is more readily noticed is economic globalization wi
its market-oriented policies. It involves more than tl

appearance of Kentucky Fried Chicken,PizzaHfi
McDonalds on Colombo's skyline. There was a tin
when "multinational corporations" was a dirty word
the non-aligned lexicon. But times have definite
changed when every incentive is being offered to attra

these multinationals. And former socialist orientr
governments are proving to be more adept
implementing market-oriented economic policies thr

previous capitalist-friendly governments. Times ha'

indeed changed. Globalization affects many oth
aspects of international and national life. Oth
characteristics of the present period include tl
comrnunication and information technology revolutir
that has swept across the globe. The near univers
Intemet symbolises this development.

A by-product of globalization is that the salien

of nation states has been lessened; and, compared
previous periods, states are having less control ol
economic and political matters, areas that were seen

classic areas of national control. Concomitant with the

new influences we see that greater internatior
attention is given to human rights ftow states treat

ill-treat their citizens), Civil Society and Gor

Governance. One would have thought that treatir

one's citizens in an equal and civil manner, and gcverni



il tm a;countable manner would be the
rry 0,r do thiogs. But it does not always

il: rym So now part of the politics of
u Uhc rdca that non-western governments
frcm ,trrlz€ns and rob the national treasury
.:'n'o prxkes. And the West must teach

and rrriet-v and good governance. I will
t*-orackod into anlaysing this Western

hln kare it to you to think it through.

Jl{dr firs in

Wmr,rmlmam suu-ture of the world is unipolar; but,
ummpnrons of this overall structure, there

krlal balances of power that may loom
Jruirml.Iations of other states. As far as one

IW nmaL mraegic interests appear to cover the
ruu ,Irilrc dhances - the North Atlantic Treaty

SATO). the US-Japan alliance, the
ffi,nmrar a-trllance, and those with Saudi Arabia

- rrtd the basing of American troops in
nffiro Eurasia and the persian. Gulf to
alilir.,ln,ces strong. Or as some writers

d,r,rnihe the US areas of vital interest - from
m lLadir-ostock. Areas originally covered

mulrmc Doctrine also continue in the above

flhrd Afis- e ven during the period of the Cold
m {at{l as a strategic area in terms of direct

There was also the fact that with
flfos 4lnrmrnntrnl country in the region, making it
iliuu r,'Lc region was not going to be any

s fits)'. South Asia was spared the worse
aupu-p6uys1 sompetition. Not completely

TlIh L:S *as able to get Pakistan into some of
runuritl'alliances that were aimed at the

lllffo nuom uional of Pakistan stemmed more from
; rc{ationship with India, rather than from

desire to hold communism at bay.
fire lueas of US interest, in the post-Cold
Snmh Asia seems to figure even less as a

uBa xn rrms of US vital strategic interests.
ulT rops bilateral security partnerships and the

pdace. But these are aimed at local rivalries
. and not the global unipolar structure.

,t quick diagnosis

filhrrulgh $uth Asia may not score high on the
iulriler{rc score card, it is too large to be just

hi :foc current scene and world trends South
llr, rMf;&oos are a mix of the positive and the

;ilo tbe positive side are the economic benefits
nrymm can reap from adopting the policies of

uircralization. In fact, all the countries have,
ruirpted the liberalized open market trading

5n knka was, as you will recall, earlierthan
rot th mglon to discard existing socialist systems

freer open market trading as early as 1977. Considering
the size of the South Asian market, the economic
attractions are the strongest both to the countries of
the region themselves and to its other global trading
partners. Neyertheless, South Asia has not been able
to successfully implement any regional arrangement to
promote economic cooperation. The only attempt so
far, namely SAFIA (South Asia Free Trade Agreement)
is stuck at the starting blocks, as it. were.

On the negative side much attention is now paid
to South Asia because of the dangerous nuclear arms
race India and Pakistan have embarked on since the
nuclear tests conducted by the two countries in 199g.

In many ways South Asia seems determined to
stew in its own juice while other regions of the world
have more positive and promising visions for the new
millennium. (If you will pardon my using this hack
phrase.) South Asia has a strong propensity for clinging
to much cherished enmities and conducting international
relations on the basis of vendettas. To start with the big
boys, there is the India-pakistan disagreement. The
nature of the quarrel has constantly been changing so
much since 1947.Inthe current state of play, if you say
it is a 'cross-border terrorism, problem then you are
swallowing the Indian line. It you say it is a question of
'self-determination' then you are swallowing the
Pakistani line. And there is at present almost no common
meeting ground between the two positions.

Another potential conflict area is the undefined
border between India and China that is outstanding.
The two countries went to war over this in 1962. But
since then both sides have agreed to put the issue on
the back bumer, as it were, and work on improving
bilateral relations. They have been talking endlessly on
this subject of the disputed boundary, but there is at no
time any evidence that they will have recourse to arms
to settle the issue. An interesting question is why the
same approach cannot be adopted in the case of the
undefined sectors of the India-pakistan border.

India-Pakistan relations have only gone from bad
to worse since the clashes on the Kargil heights in July
last year. After the coup d'etat in pakistan in November
last year, which by itselfis par for the course in pakistan
politics, India in a rather short-sighted policy decision
decided to veto any further meetings or activities of
SAARC, the only regional organisation in South Asia.
How crippling SAARC is going to help India vis a vis
its problems with Pakistan is difficult to fathom.
Relations between the two countries are so strained
that India is now taking the position that countries must
chose between India and pakistan. prime Minister
Vajpayee was quoted in the newspapers recently as
tellidg France's leaders that France must chose between
India or Pakistan. The Indian Ambassador in
Washington was quoted as indicating that president
Clinton who is due to visit India and Bangladesh in

ltroul ths economy and trade, and opted for



March should not visit Pakistan because it will send

the wrong signals to the people of India' If this approach

is applied in South Asia it will cause enormous problems

to the leaders of the other five countries who wish to

have good relations with both India and Pakistan'

But there are more disturbing domestic issues that

afflict the countries of South Asia' To start with the

smaller countries this time, for the sake of balance, Iet's

take Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is fast becoming (or has it
already become?) an intemational byword for intractable

ethnic conflict. It is a country where knowledge

abounds, but wisdom is sorely in short supply' We are

all so familiar, especially this audience, with what the

conflict has cost the country that I will not try to
describe it further. Sri Lanka has not seen too much of a

difficulty in pursuing a policy of guns and butter, despite

the mounting evidence of the economic downside to

such a policy. Statistics are trotted out to show that the

eronomy is not too badly affected by the mounting

defence expenditure, and could even be benefiting as a

result of the war. In some ways statisticians are a little

bit like morticians' They have to present an attractive

picture of the body (politic) for public viewing on such

ceremonial occasions like Wodd Bank meetings, aid

donor meetings, foreign investment seminars and the

like.

Bangladesh political leaders had the wisdom to

satisfactorily to bring to an end the longstanding intemal

problem of the Chittagong Hill Tribes' But it does not

seem to have been that fortunate in other respects' There

is a chronic personal vendetta between the leaders of

the two main parties, the ruling Awami League and the

opposition Bangladesh National Party (BI'[P)' The main

tactic of both parties when in opposition is to try to

close down the capital, Dhaka, by calling hartals, at

great economic cost to the country'

Pakistan has been afflicted by a variety of

maladies. A habit of military takeovers coupled with

intervening periods of inept civilian rule seems to be a

pattern. An Islamic fundamentalist strain of politics that

was introduced into Afghanistan during the period of

the Soviet occupation, using Pakistan as a staging post,

has now struck some domestic roots in Pakistan' Then

there is the big one, Kashmir. Pakistan seems almost to

define its national identity in terms of Kashmir'

India has always been seen in the region as

having being able to'circumvent many of the pitfalls of

newly independent countries because of the wisdom of

its leaders in the period immediately following

independence. But in recent years there has been an

upsurge in extreme Hindu politics, both at local and

national levels, that threatens to divide the country on

religious Hindu-Muslim lines. One recalls the riots that

"rgutf"a 
parts of the country, and alienated its Muslim

population following the demolishing of an ancient

*otqu", the Babri Masjid, by Hindu zealots' There are

some politicat purti", in the present ruling alliance tht
are determined to continue the Marathi- Mughal battles

that were fought centuries ago'

SriLankaandTamilNadu

An important development in the evolution d
India's politild structures in the last decade and a hafl

has been the rise of regional political parties' This it

seen as a healthy development by some because local

State interests can get better attention in the planninl

of national priorities and programmes' In fact, the las

few governments in India have all been coalitiot

governments, including the present one' But tht

question I would like to pose to you is - Can there h
negative effects from this rise in the importance o

regional parties for the neighbouring countries oflndia

Lel me give you some facts from Sri Lanka's point o

view.

The last Lok Sabha elections of October 199

confirmed the trend of the dominance of regiona

political parties and amoving awayfrom asinglenatioru

party forming a government. While the BJP has adjuste

io ttris trend forming a 24-party National Democrati

Alliance (NDA), the Congress (I), generally, ha

persisted with the single party approach'

Of special interest to SriLanka is TamilNadu wit

which a segment of Sri Lanka's population shares ethn

and religious bonds, and which has played an importa

role in Sri Lanka's ethnic conflict since the early 1980

The BJP had forged electoral links with sever

Tamil Nadu parties. Among its coalition partners a

the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) (the curre

ruling party in the State), the Pattali Makkal Katc

(PMK), and the Marumalarchi Dravida Munnet

Khzhagam (MDMK). There are also two other small

parties in the coalition: MGR Anna DMK and MC

Kbazagam. In opposition to the BJP-led alliance are t

Congress (I) and the AIADMK.

The importance of the Tamil Nadu parties to t

present government is clear from the fact that the Tal

Nadu coalition partners enjoy 8 cabinet portfolios

the Central government. Some of the positions tak

by the main Tamil Nadu coalition partners in their electi

manifestos relate to Sri Lanka. The Tamil Nadu Ch

Minister and DMK Chiel M. Karunanidhi has tx

quoted as saying his party would always support r

formation of a separate Tamil Eelam in Sri Lanka'

they achieve it after all this struggle and violence

wili be the happiest. But at the same time, we cin
allow Tamil Nadu in India to become a battleground

The MDMK has reiterated its view that a sepat

Tamil Eelam alone will constitute a 'lasting peacefirl i

dignified' solution to the ethnic crisis in Sri Lanka an

would press for it.'



The manifesto of the pMK asserts that Tamil
r ..::l *,ould be the ultimate solution for the sufferings
::e Sr Lanka Thmils who have been treated as secondi ;.rizens for almost half a century. Hence the party" r' )es to urge the Indian government to recognize

:;-.1*l_sle for Tamil Eelam as a .nationalist 
struggle.,': :enifesto has also promised restoration of

.iu 'r't"18€\.u island to Tamil Nadu to protect the welfare
-, -. j.

:.-l three parties have taken a position that the
'*.r:. : n of a separate state of Tamil. Eelam is an
1..' ,: they support, in different ways. These are

r . rtri rhat are premised on the breakup of the current
i -:alion of Sri Lanka. And these positions arer:: strengthened by the fact that the parties'' -, rg these stands are pert of the central Indian,.:-:.1ient.

:r:'* these Tamil Nadu parties will go about
' i : it:t-t to their objectives will be an area Sri Lanka
- :. deep under close scrutiny. They can, at a
: -:. be expected to give political support to the
:: ; .rpaign to achieve Tamil Eelarn. ihey can be

r ," *: r l agitate for the lifting of the ban on the LITE
' : -:,iian government. Or they can be expected to
' *ri ri rufil a blind eye to some of the smuggling

r':i..: ,1\e arms, medicines and fuel across the palk

. -i3re ls an lmportant area to be watched here. It
*' : lt. r xg rhat can happen in the ease of the present

. l government or any future coalition
::*"--i.;tr in India". How will the BJp_led government
. : :3 individual interests ofits coalition partners?

. i - pt a hands-off attitude, leaving the coalition
,L :-: :,- pursue their local interests, or will the central

':*.:3rr be more involved in areas likely to impinge
.r. j-t:r-srate relations? According to news reports,
-.- r r has been constantly assured at Head of State
.: Foreign Minister level and at various other

" r,, els. that India will not allow its territory to be
r : , :he LTTE (in fact, the LTTE is a banned' :.tr;_rt,n in India); India will extend all assistance to

- - r .l io counter LTTE _terrorism, and that India
. : , lhe territorial integrity of Sri Lanka:

, ::e:r. we the public, naturally, don't know all the
'such state-to-state transactions: So we have

': .:..riitrus in drawing conclusions from available
: : - - e And it is in that spirit of caution I would

- :re following evidence, based on a news item
:- reliable Indian newspaper, ..The Hindu,,of l5

. -." :100. So as not to give any spin of my own I
. .: :s much as possible, the words of the news'- ::i:e is what it said:

- he seizure of sophisticated arms and
- - - :L ln from a hide-out in the coastal area leading': :TeSt of five activists of the Eelam people,s

Democratic Programme @pDp) on Wednesauy upp"u.,
to have sounded an alarm in official circles on the
possible ramifications of the resumption of gun running
in Tamil Nadu by rhe Sri ? Lankan iamil groups. Origin
ofthe recovered arms supply and the 

"onauit, 
through

which they are sought to be smuggled out and the
ostensible motives of the EpDp, a bitter rival of the LTTE
are being probed ....

Another development causing uneasiness to the
intelligence agencies is stated to be-tfre nabbing of an
LTTE sympathiser near Coimbatore on Monday and
the reported detection of his regular communication
links with the Tigers through Internet and the seizure of
CDs and floppies containing addresses of worldwide
LTTE sympathisers from his residence ....

Despite being a banned organisation the
movement and activities of the LTTE are palpable in
Tamil Nadu, grudgingly agree official ,ou."", citing the
continued smuggling out of fuel, essential commodities
and medicines to Sri Lanka, besides the open support
extended to the terrorist outfit by some poliiicat piriles
and Tamil chauvinist groups.

Ground realities show that the LTTE has slowly
fortified its support base in the State to generate
goodwill and sympathy for itself and its ciuse, the
sources say .... Two main factors are cited in support of
the charge rhat the LTTE is trying to strengihen its
base. One is the perceived fading ;ut of the;age and
revulsion in Tamil Nadu against theLTTE which swept
across the State soon after the assassination of Rajiv
Gandhi in May l99l and the other, a sense of .apathy,
at the official level in handling a 

..highly political issue.,,

- I will leave it to you to think about the meaning of
such evidence. All I can say is that from Sri Lanka,s
point of view, to quote the words of a NASA astronaut
reporting to NASA control room: ..Houston, 

we have a
problem."

In summary, the impression we are left with of
South Asia is definitely not one of a united, cohesive,
mutually respecting group of States, poised to meet the
challenges of the post-Cold war period and the
challenges of the 2lst century. Several South Asian
countries have a variety of domestic problems ranging
from national integration, civil war to chronic political
instability. And the policies followed by soml states,
especially those able to give direction to the group, are
not of a cooperative nature; rather they are more of a
beggar-thy-neighbour kind. And, to cap it all, the only
regional mechanism they had for promoting economic
and social activities among the seven South Asian
countries has been consigned to limbo by India.

ASEdNandARF

After all these gloomy prognostications about
South Asia, you will ask me - Is there no way out? I
think it is a fair question. If I had a solution io these



problems of South Asia, I would obtain a patent for it,
sell it for a fair price, and retire rich. I don't have solutions.
But I can tell you how some other countries close to us,
in South East Asia, handled the kind of problems South
Asia faces.

Just to give you a comparison of the kind of
problems faced by South Asia and South East Asia,
here is a tabulation of the state of things as at 1994:

(South East Asian region :)

. The armed communist and Muslim
insurgencies in the Philippines.

. The continuing claim of the phitippines to the
Malaysian state of Sabah and its adjacent
waters.

. The strong separatist movement in Sabah.

. Competing claims to the Paracel Islands in the
South China Sea, contested by China and
Veftram.

. Competing claims to the Spratly Islands in the
South China Sea, contested by China, Viefiram,
Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and thePhilippines.

. Border disputes between Vietnam. and China.

. Boundary dispute between Vietnam and
Indonesia on their demarcation line on the
continental shelfin the South China Sea, near
Natuna island.

. Border dispute between Vietnam and
Cambodia.

. Boundary dispute between Vietnam and
Malaysia on their offshore demarcation line.

. The Aceh independence movement in
northern Sumatra.

. The dispute between Malaysia and Singapore
over ownership of Pulau Batu Putih island
some 55 km. east of Singapore in the Straits
Johore.

. The competing claims of Malaysia of Malaysia
and Indonesia to the Sipadan, Sebatik and
Ligitan islands in the Celebes Sea.

. The border dirprte between Malaysia and
Thailand.

. Border conflicts between Thailand and
Myanmar.

(SouthAsia) '

I Territorial disputes between China and India-

a Kashmir

i Between India and Bangladesh: the Soutl
Moore/Talpatty islands. Put on the non- activr
list since the late 1980s.

I Between India and Nepal: the issue of Kalapani
at the trijunction of China, India, and Nepal
While this may not be immediately resolved, it
is unlikely to blow up into a major
confrontation with China becoming involved.

South Asia's problems, when compared to South
East Asia's, are very much less in number and intensity.
Yet, without being fixated by their problems, but rather
thinking and acting positively, the countries of South
East Asia have organised themselves into a regional
grouping called Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN). Although ASEAN was esrablished
(August 1967) with regional security against
communism very much in mind, its founding declaration
made no mention of an overt security role. The
objectives were economic, social and cultural. In fact,
ASEAN has neither a conventional collective defence
nor a collective security function. (Over time, however,
the Association has assumed a distinctive, albeit
limited, security role based on political dialogue among
its members. ASEAN provides a forum for inter-related
confidence-building and preventive diplomacy to
handle problems among its members. ASEAN also frrlfils
the role of a diplomatic community holding a more or
less uniform view on regional security issues,

Further, following the end of the Cold War,
responding to the changing global circumstances, and
at ASEAN's formal initiative, in July 1993 a new and
wider multilateral structure was created in the
Asia-Pacific region with a clearly defined security role.
ASEAN's primary responsibility for this new venture
and institutional development is reflected in its title: the
ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). Its members comprise
ASEAN members and its dialogue partners (Australia,
Canada, China, EEC, India, Japan, Republic of Korea,
Mongolia, New Zealand, Russia and US). One can see
how all the important countries and regions of the world
are brought in into this arrangement.

The ability to tailor their organisation to meet
changing strategic contexts, and the cohesion they
maintain as a regional grouping are indispensable
elements in the great economic progress the countries
of South East Asia have made. The importance they
bring to the region as both an economic and strategic
community was best seen in the way international
organizations like the IMF and other western countries
rallied to assist the countries in the region that were hit
by a sudden financial crisis recently.



!,:,:i:e of the features that can be drawn from the
', ;r* l-\ erperience briefly are the following: - The larger

r.i- : e) e.s. Indonesia, do not throw their weight
il, ,11,-"; l.ainst the smaller countries. Rather, in the
ulrllrlt.,i t.:;i.: -.t a common organisation, they go on the
ilir vr.{..1 acceptedprincipleofthesovereignequality
| *lS:.

l:: organisation accepts that there are
nrr* ::l*:rLis of various kinds among some members, and
rr rllir : i;tl tothen out these differences in the common
il1r11ri'':r,' ,f the gro uping- There is greater harmony
, lri, t I l.r i members on economic matters, with the

l.. r- 3s r.Jcepting the need for market-oriented
'ri ir'i }ere is also greater harmony of views on

r lrluiii ,i: : m I affairs, thus giving ASEAN a greater voice
l. s:;i-inal forums:-

e':'' inportantly, they adjust to changing times,
,,, il]rr' .1 the establishment of the mechanism of the
,t .i

r: f-e moment, for reasons mentioned above, in
,ri: q-.:ia the regional organisation SAARC is in a

.,rr.1., ,' Lih all life-support systems disconnected.
'ilou: *'' -,'" - reports indicate that the Sri Lanka Foreign
lll l rilr :rad uken this matter up in discussions- with

his counterpart in India. And snore recently it was
reported that the Sri Lankan Foreign Secretary also had
undertaken a visit to India, his mission being the
diplomatic equivalent of trying mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation on SAARC. We haven't been told what
the outcome of all these efforts are. If someday SAARC
should awaken from its coma, the above features of
ASEAN are some of the points the group could ponder
on.

To answer the question I posed at the beginning
of this talk - Has South Asia missed the bus my answer
would be the following, South Asia is much like the
common sight on our roads, where some commuters in
buses are precariously perched, with one foot on the
footboard, and one arm round the door frame; clinging
for dear life, as the bus careens along. You can well ask
me the question - Will South Asia at some get a seat in
the bus. I am sorry, for that you will have to consult an
astrologer, which is also an integral part of Sri Lanka's
political processes.

After a Discussion the Proceedings were
concluded

The vote of thanks was proposed by AVM
Dancan Dissanayake VSV.



RANAVIRU EAMILY COUNSELLING SERVICE
Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetillake Mce President ARFRO and

Project Chairman Ranaviru Family Counselling Service (RFCS)

We have come a long way since we talked about
our activities in last year's issue of ourjournal, where
the main field of activity upto that time was the
counselling afforded to nearly 200 war widows, with
the participation of the Psychiatric Association of Sri
Lanka, to provide succour and guidance during the
initial period of their trauma and tragedy. This is the
first and only field project of ARFRO. Having observed
its functioning in the first phase commencing about
mid 1998 for just over a year, we are indeed surprised
and sad that, with a sum total of over 5500 war widows
from the three services in the space of about a decade

and a half, only, this small number of 200 are awailing
themselves of what we have to offer in this field. In
fact, after training 52 counsellors (all volunteers) at great

expense in the Army Holiday Resorts Hotel at Wadduwa
at six week-end workshops over a period ofnearly 15

months, kindly agreed to by the Army Commander, who
allowed its use on a 'soldiers rate' as he termed it, we
now have more Counsellors than those being
counselled despite the going statistics that this 'ethnic
war', is producing approx., two widows per day even in
a low intensity conflict l! Searching for a reason we
have come to the conclusion that, either the widow is
unaware of the service that can be provided by us in
spite of media exposure, both print and electronic, which
of course should be mentioned was of a limited nature,
or, what is more likely, they have no idea of what
counselling is all about and what it could do to pick up

their lives, mostly that of their children, and get on with
the business of living. Unlike their counterpart in the
Western World, I like to think that our country women,
living especially in the rural and village areas are

ingrained in the belief that it is their fate (Karma) that
has led them to their present plight and there is little or
nothing anyone can do, least ofall Counsellors, to pull
them out of the mire, so to speak. There are other
attendant social problems arising from these attitudes,
which will not be discussed here, but the main one as, I
understand it is the damage and insecurity caused to
their siblings, especially their dearest male. Moreover,
the problem is compounded by rural and almost
countryside belief leading to unnecessary gossip that
because of the accursed woman, a good man had to
lose his life, this coming mainly from the parental side
and their close associates. What needs to be done,
arising from these attitudes, is for the military hierarchy
together with their counterparts in the governmental

and non-govern-mental sectors (N.G.Os), to institute
an awareness programrne, as a matter of priority, as to
what and where counselling services are available,
together with a leaflet to be handed out to the next of
kin immediately on the death of a militiaman stating
briefly the kind of help and assistance that can be gi ven

to get on the saddle again, instead of being satisfied
merely by finalising all due payments with the occasional

distribution of a small plot of land and I or a house here

and there. It is indeed alarming that although the
Psychiatric Association of Sri Lanka with an active

membership of approx 30 qualified persons who cannd
cope with the demands of the civilian community and

hence agreed to train our volunteers for counselling
duties islandwide, we have on our roll more counsellors
than war widows, where the former is beseeching me to
find more 'clients' for them. Nevertheless, those who
have been served by our organisation upto now are

most grateful to us for services rendered and a few of,

them have also intimated to us that what we have offered
on this score would be even more invaluable to the
younger widows in the prime of their family lives. I like
to think that a concerted effort by all of us at the top
end of the academic rung can help remove the social
stigma and myths attached to war widows so that they
can benefit from the various programmes designed by
well meaning organisations such as ours.

Be that as it may, we now see the need to provide
training for these unfortunate women in domestic skills
such as cottage industries, handicrafts and home
science which should naturally follow a counselling
service during the initial period of about six months to a

year of their trauma and tragedy in order to be self-
reliant, not having to be dependant on friends and

relatives for their sustenance or overlordship. Here I
should mention after having a dialogue with a small
number of them from the three services, including senior
officers' wives, very few of them outside the immediate
family are seen after the funeral and the seven day

almsgiving, not even inquiring after the welfare of their
children, except the mother and the father, as one
officer's wife told me. It is to fill this vacuum that
ARFRO has now embarked on the second stage in its
programme, to provide the necessary fillip for them to

engage in a fruitful pursuit from the initial mind therapy
to occupational therapy. Since the middle of last year
we have been doing just that and our efforts on this
score are tabulated at the end of this article for
elucidation. To summarise its contents, as at end
February this year, we now have 196 widows engaged
in various disciplines ranging from Fabric painting, Juki
machine training (already completed and in
employment), Cake and Cookery, Mushroom
Cultivation, Sewing, Montessori teaching, Computer
training, Bridal dressing and Beauty culture in districts
ranging from Colombo to Kurunegala, Anuradhapura,
Kalutara, Galle and Matara, for the time being. Besides
a few children are undergoing an English course in
Kurunegala and one notable feature so far is that one of
the adult 'trainees' is running her own bakery in
Piliyandala ! Since February this year, when this
schedule was prepared, we arrangeC a workshop in
Matara(24.02.2001) for the widows of Galle, Matara arid

Hambantota where over 160 of them attended, and all of
them indicated their preferences in skills training, as

mentioned above, in those three districts. These are

being scrutinized and whilst the following have been
arranged, we are looking for locations and instructors
for the remainder :



li:ric Painting Course for Colombo District
warwidows
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aJ , errure was the meeting we had

Itffll dllutnuul i. * 1;' *:rj.-i*s of the ColombO, Kalutara

rmrr i,rrrluutlrff,u.:: l.;::..is whom assembled at D'S'
,lhnuurru ,lnilrh,: I I tge rn 24th March, where 95 of them

Imfl illlLl ,u: ! ,r -.,:ngness and keenness to follow
,{flilurfirflri r ;"u :ir : g llke their counterparts elsewhere, in

idll rilfilur,hrti;,, :rc'it.r,tn€i.l earlier, on which occasion as in

riliilrlr,'4iliurLLulrllr litffi: I:: '* e had in other districts, we informed

ilffirltt l:lirrut k .' : i " 3 earmarked 7th June 2001 (Ranaviru

ili;nrtrrr ,. i-:rr'.r"r :heLr handiwork at an Exhibition and

duu i{r [:rriil,'.,:.rru \taha Devi Park, Town Hall, Colombo'

mr iuui:: ii:: :..i 1:y and the two succeeding days, the

,rrrmllr, 
"',"1 ' , trd Air Force, in turn, will dominate this

lilr r' :.- :1.:.C Fair where they will perform in the

rqtrlm rr [:i r, : :heir Musical Bands and Cultural troupes

,r ririr ,:m: {'i Theatre for multitudes of the public to

raise funds for our activities, where' although trarn'rng

by selected instructors is totally free of charge, exp€ns€s

for raw materials and wherewithal has to be bome by

us.

We are confident that the public is with us in our

pioneering adventure and all that is now neccessary is

to spread our gospel to other parts ofthe country where

we have not been able to reach out as yet for constraints

beyond our control but which can be effectively

commandeeredby the skilful and spontaneous response

by those of us at the helm of affairs both within and

without the service to push and prod the HAVES

amongst us.

lM,mr'
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Kurunegala District widows - Following Computer

Studies



HI]MAN DIMENSIONS IN CONFLICT
(Dn. DavnRerNavn)

Chairman, Presidential Task Force on Human Disaster Management

Introduction by Lt. Gen. J. E. Denis PereraYSYPresidentARFRO

Gentlemen,

It gives me great pleasure to introduce to you my classmate and friend Dr David Ratnavel. He
is a qualified psychiatrist and has been living and practising in the United States of America for
mony years. During this period he has travelled the world and participated in seminars and
delivered lectures in countries of all five continents and particularly in China.

He hails from a distinguished family of medical men and civil servants - all well known in Sri
Lanka Society - Infact two of his brothers served in the Medical Corps of our Army before and
after Independence.

Dr. Ratnavel has not divorced himselffrom Sri Lanka, he has been visiting the country often and
on one of these visits President Kumaranatunga invited him to be Chairman, Presidential Task
Force on Human Disaster Management - He now spends a lot of his time here in this assignment
sacrificing his practice in the United States and also being away from his family who are
domiciled there.

I am sure we are in for a very interesting talk and presentation by Dr Ratnavel whom I now
invite to address us on the 'Human Dimensions in Conflict.'

It is a special pleasure for me to be here this
,*"ldr:r.oon and to be introduced by my very close friend

"oe:sral Denis, your President. We were school mates,

:; : rlayed on the same ruby team and fortunately

'*;,- rn touch over the years.

I have been asked to speak on the topic "The
' ;,::-an dimensions of conflict" which I know is a topic
:-. ;iose to your heart as experienced members of the

:-:-ei forces. Following some general comments about

":. xature of conflict, its multiple causations and
. -*requences. I will make a power point presentation

'-.ustrate the Action Plan of the Presidential Task
;.:;e National Program on Human Disaster
rl:.-agement which I was privileged to lead. The Action
:. .i:r is focused on eight areas of our explorations. They
.-: l. Crisis Management, 2. Food and Basic
'':;essities, 3. Woman and Children 4. Combatants,
:, :,lmbatants and their families,5. Economic Issues,6.
. :: media and public awareness, 7. Psychological
.. ; -res and 8, Research Relief and recovery.

Definition. The word conflict is used in many

- :rexts but rather loosely. So we do hear people speak

' ::e ethnic conflict, the Northern Ireland Conflict and

-: recently reported in the newspapers the elephant
- r:nan conflict. People on opposite sides of an
;:iufir€flt, a philosophy or in a war are said to be in
-::flict.

Basically, conflict arises out ofa fear, uncertainty
.r anxiety because it poses a threat to our well being,
,.:ifety or survival. As we shall see, for all of us there is

:: rommon history for this fear.

Here you are, as a group of former military
personnel from the three different services. Despite your
differences - you are here as a group with a common
history and background and this alone gives you a
sense of identity and safety. You are among people who
know you, recognize you and appreciate you.

From the beginning ofcreation and the appearance
of animal life - including human and sub-humans
species of course, its members banded together for three
basic reasons. One, to belong to a herd - herding. Two,
for hunting and collecting of basic necessities -

especially food. Hunting usually means fighting for
these necessities, and three, for the purpose of mating
- call it what you like.

Broadly speaking, human activities may be
regarded as falling into one or other of two main groups:

Those which are directly instinctual and aimed at

satisfying our instincts and those which are not. The
first category involves what has been succinctly
described as the "three F's" Feeding, Fighting and
"Reproduction".

When the satisfaction of any of these needs is
obstructed in any way, tension develops and "conflict"
is created in our minds. Hence, something has to happen

to ease that tension. This is a natural, primitive need or
habit. For example when we feel hunger, a tension
develops which is eased by satisfying the need -
ingqting food.

In lower animals, protective devices are present -
for the most part instinctual reflex and automatic so to



speak - for the relief of these tensions. Starting from
primitive life forms we have developed increasingly
complex systems for alerting us to danger, and special

strategies have evolved for coping and dealing with
the stress we experience.

For example when the tortoise is threatened it
withdraws into the safety of his shell, the skunk releases

a terrible odour to deter the threatening object, and the
possum pretends to be dead. Some worms roll up into a
ball and the garden lizard - the katussa - through the

process ofprotective coloration - changes colour so as

not to be noticed. Even in the vegetable kingdom we

see how leaf insect, looking exactly like the leaf of the
plant on which it lies, aims for safety in camouflage, a
kind of anonymity.

As I said earlier, when we consider the instincts,
in lower animals aggression is concerned with capturing
and holding territory upon which the species depends
for its food - basic necessities. Military strategists know
this well - that capturing territory is not enough. One
must hold it.

In the animal world then, broadly it is also a means

whereby the strongest males gain access to females.

The vestiges, or atavistic remnants of these instinctual
goals are to be found in human fighters in their
compulsive preoccupation with holding ground (which
proved so costly in the first world war) and an upsurge

of sexual activity which follows victory. The reason for
such behaviour has not been fully studied

The so-called lower animal species mark their
territory in special ways. Jungle animals and even dogs

do so by urinating along the borders of their territory as

a way of warning potential intruders. We humans do
not usually operate exactly that way, though to use a
military example forward defence lines are drawn to

demarcate occupied territory, and sadly, even land mines

are laid in a sense to mark boundaries. In the Sri Lankan
context we have been speaking in terms of "cleared" or
"un-cleared" areas.

When it come to the so called higher animal
species like man and woman, having climbed the
evolutionary ladder we find ourselves endowed with
intelligence, the capacity to think, to reflect and not to
rcact blindly and in a reflex manner. It is this capacity for
thinking and understanding we have developed a social
sense, the concept of morality, of using judgement and

social skills, but in all ofthese capacities our responses

are not that simple - and no two human beings are exactly

the same in this respect.

Though we remain in possession of all the
instinctual, reactive, primitive, selfprotective
mechanisms - sometimes referred to as "defense

mechanisms" our higher functions serve to alter our
responses

Human U"lng, u." also gifted with the capacity
for empathy and compassion. We are capable of feeling
for others, of making sacrifices and of postponing our

own needs. And it is in this complex area of human

behavior that men and women experience much
difficulty. Endowed with the capacity to share what
others feel, empathize with their plight, share their
sorrow feel their joy, the distinction between ME and

YOU comes to be felt.

In times of stress however this distinction may

easily be changed to mean - between US and THEM. In
these circumstances our capacity for empathy and

fellow-feeling becomes hard to sustain, and we may

feel torn inside. Conflict erupts and we must find a way

either by action or thought or negotiation to bring relief
or resolution.

But as you can easily understand, our responses

will also depend largely upon the particular stage ofour
maturity, our level of education, the experiences we have

had in the past and what we loosely describe as our

upbringing.

For a young child, a sudden unfamiliar sound is

likely to cause some fear. During New Year celebrations
people customarily light crackers but the dogs are in

terror for they do not know what the New Year or for
that matter Christmas means to us. What therefore is a

celebration for someone can be a panic situation for
another. The same with a young child when faced with
uncertainty as with the death of a loved one.

We make connections in our minds between
events and feelings we experience at any given time
with similar events and experiences from the past. We

may thereforereact to an event by a behavior to which
we have become conditioned. In a sense the potential
for these conditioned, to some extent reflex, primitive
reactions remain with us throughout life, possibly
modified or under certain usually extreme circumstances
released.

Speaking ofpast experience, ifa person has been

exposed to gunfire and violence it is likely that he will
startle when he hears a bus or lony backfire. I need

hardly say that war experience places many in danger

of what we call postrauma reactions for in a sense they
are qensitized or "triggered" to respond to a shall we

say a reminder of a past trauma through some immediate
new stimulus.

So much therefore depends on the manner in
which a danger is perceived. It will differ for a child, zin

ignorant person, a blind or disabled person, a frightened
and traumatized person, a prejudiced person etc

Regrettably, even when our sensory systems are

perfectly intact, or our level of intelligence adequate,

emotion influences our behavior very much more than

we are ready to admit.



r , i no secret to military men and to
ll[utrfl1uilil1,il1lii::,i[::; .sp€cially who must make split life and
4illutull)i "i,l* ; ,-,a for themselves and the men they
rilUfifiil]llrlllrl,i,iil'll.l * l-e: faced with poOr information and all
rimfittlillil.r]rir*'Iff: :ra .rnder great physical and mental strain.
ilmlu0lllll]Itii i]lLrf:.

rirr -'-1.- o€d earlier about our feelings of comfort
'rritltrlllrlrril 

r x ,:e in the Company of people with whom we
r[Nr1,,4, n:irf--t : :19 in common. There is something familiar
.rtr lr)1"r1' ":r1l :,-r something unfamiliar. These words are
r[1, r ],u",,i :,erved from the word family, the family _ our
rrnfi {rlr r ts.i-:Je of safety and comfort. Whatever looks
,lllu,i, ' l:,r s like "family" makes us feel safe, whatever
iu rN i--ri: ieels strange puts us on guard.

r :-u-,rlely enough a lot that we now know about
{lttlrr ": .ired disorders has come from the experience

'rffi r e i\posed to war - as soldiers or civilians. It is
,,ilrr'r'i r knorvledge that people who are in constant
lrirllli !:r: mriety whether for real or imaginary reasons

i : ::\elop heart disease and a variety of
" : rr natic illnesses or serious mental disability.

I : :et back to the theme of what is "familiar" and
rLLr ::: l:ar". when children are about the age of 18

rrr ' u : titey develop what is known as [stranger
mmiliurr ". The child that would easily go to the arms of
riu i',er),one now starts to pull away. Something
"r"r -: : r [ook, to sound, to smell and to feel different.

rr''e usually do not feel this degree of discomfort
,' " " i-at appears "strange" as we get older because
|'r r.i,e the benefit of more accurate perception and
, r.;'rr-::anding, but change will always be a source of
| , ,l,s it demands some adaptation to what is new

, .r "::amiliar. Strange as it may sound, a change even
' ::r :|erter requires adaptation and adjustment.

Change alters our routine and familiar
: rL:"1iions. This is a particularly difficult problem for

" : e i,,'hs are rigid, too tied to rules - and could lead

"r'' r us consequences. People in leadership positions
r.3 military commanders who are inflexible, cannot

. -:: t.l new situations, unwilling to take calculated
, , . r be responsive to new ideas and information.

\bu can now understand the magnitude of the
' .::e for the newborn - for whom after 9 months of
- :,liss, floating in a pond of pleasure - not to worry

- : .r hungry, never in pain, "all you can eat", all the
- : \Iaybe like heaven? enters the real world and must
i - : to adapt to a new environment and people.

Conflict therefore, if we could use such a word
- : baby, is mostly one of tension as in hunger which
:elieved by being fed by rhe mother. But as time

: : , elops increasingly complex tensions arise and
.-,not be relieved immediately. The growing child must
.':refore learn to postpone, to share, to lose, to be

frustrated, to be told "you are bad,,, ,'you 
are *ona".fU,,

is all very confusing and much resisted. The problem
gets compounded especially when one parents praises
a behavior that the other parent criticizes. Selfish efforts
to win the child's approval or love can lead to all kinds
of problems. obviously.

The transition frombeing merged with the mother
and through a gradually increasing awareness of the
difference between ourselves and others we see
ourselves as separate individuals; from a belief that
everything is me - mine, "mage" - ,'babage" - to an
awareness ofothers who are there, outside, external to
oneself - whose wants and needs may not be what you
want for yourself but must be acknowledged. That is
why the statement "you must share" to a two year old,
creates problems.

This process is referred to as "separation
individuation" simply because it refers to the separation
and the establishment of an individuality, however
immature and primitive it might be . The awareness of
"another" person as separate from oneself is a major
developmental step towards separation individuation,
the psychological birth - of individuality

Narcissism is the word to describe self love which
is the basis of self esteem or self worth, modified of
course from the grandiose image we had when we were
very small. The term narcissism is derived from the
famous Greek myth about the young and beautiful boy
who fell in love with the reflection of his face in a forest
pool who rejected al1 suitors and literally pined his life
away.

With development there develops in us a gradual
awareness of tension or conflict that is being caused
by some external agency such as a caregiver who does
not (as in the past) gratify the child demand instantly.

He must learn to tolerate frustration. To win
mother's love in her aim to help her child grow mature
the child must learn to "let go" of earlier techniques to
foster indulgence. This is particularly noticeable around
age two and is usually focused around efforts to toilet
train, learn to control bowel and urinary function, and
the child's growing wish to be independent. This is when
the child begins to be told "no" .

What I am trying to emphasize is that we are
usually much more under the control or influence of
emotion, of our feelings than we ordinarily think and
that our decisions are not made through the careful
intellectual and cognitive anaiysis or reflection we
assume is involved.

In trying to understand normal growth and
devplopment growth and development which also
involves the experience of our upbringing it is worth
considering the problems inherent in extreme measures
in child rearing and the consequences of severe traumas.



In the extreme of child raising we could be too

strict or too indulgent. Children brought up in such

extreme situations have great difficulty in later life. Some

people believe that to be a good soldier all you have to

do is obey, just go in there and fight.

It is true certainly that in military training ycu aim

for the response to be one of fight and not flight, but

neither is the aim to drill blind "reflex" reaction. Hence

the importance of a proper selection process for military
service. Everyone is not suited for soldiering, nor is
every soldier a candidate for command.

GOOD AND BAD

Developmentally speaking we learn to distinguish

first, t'me" and "not me". Then from me and you. As

we gradually understand that we belong to a family we

speak of "our people". And here is where we begin to

think in terms of US and THEM. Usually this is not a
problem and people can live in harmony and accept

these differences. It is not sharp, nor is it derogatory or

critical. We can enjoy the diversity and share in each

others joys and sadness. At best, or worst we tolerate
the differences. These we could refer to as features.
(DonRonen)

If a major conflict is to be aroused, people must

be convinced that they are some way threatened and in
danger. For this to happen we must identify a source of
danger - an enemy - which is the threat. Usually an

"enemy", "them" easily distinguishable from us. If the

distinction is not simply their physical feature, then one

must search for some other distinguishing
characteristics.

In the US - Vietnam war it was necessary for a

political entrepreneur in America to introduce the idea

and convince the nation that what was happening in

Vietnam was a dangerous thing - a serious threat. The

idea was that the fear of the spread of communism,

danger to allies in the region etc. To be able to induce

such an idea to a whole nation was a phenomenal

success in terms of political entrepreneurship - to fight
an undeclared war thousands of miles form ones shores,

but which history finally proved it to be a very costly

mistake.

Dichotomy and propaganda Obviously, in this

equation "we" are the good ones who are in danger of
"them" the bad ones. If the government of Sri Lanka

and its army takes such a view, the LTTE organization

and its forces must also do likewise.

VIETNAM WAR and POST WAR

57,000 Americans died in Vietnam.49,000 died

violently since their return to civilian life primarily as a

result of vehicular accidents, drug overdoses, and shoot

outs with the police during the late 60's and early 70's.

The trauma of .ornbat 
"uored 

uses pronounced identiq'

changes in numerous veterans. Disorders took the form

of self-defeating risk-taking behaviors, (b) shifting
idealization and devaluation in interpersonal
relationships (c) outbursts of uncontrollable rage (dt

identity diffusion and feelings of meaningless and (el

affective instability and abandonment depression-

(Nelson 1983)

SRILANKA CONFLICT

60,000 young Sri Lankan lives have been

extinguished as a result of th e 17 year internal conflicl
the numbers wounded, disabled and displaced has yet

to be counted

Some people arouse conflict by digging up old

quarrels. Sometimes inventing or exaggerating them in

order to create the split we have been discussing so far-

People begin to refer to and recall these old injuries
which occurred centuries ago as if they had happened

only yesterday. Of course this phenomenon is not to be

found as a factor in the provocation of major wars but

also can keep hostility alive between members of a clan

or even within families. Of course "'our people", "my

people" are never perceived as being like that.

In "Glimpses of World History" Jawarharlal
Nehru quotes from his letter to his daughter Indira about

how one must read history. "If you would know the

past you must look upon it with sympathy and with

understanding. To understand a person who has lived

long ago, you will have to understand his environment
the conditions under which he lived, the ideas that filled
his mind. It is absurd for us to judge of past people as if
they lived now and thought as we do"

We hear a lot of argument these days about who

were the f,rrst inhabitants of Sri Lanka. The corect answer

would have to be the monkeys or possibly as humans

the Veddas. Questions like who came first, from where,

whose land etc. is aimed at creating this split. The idea

is to stir up feelings by saying things like "see what

they did to us, to your father, grandfather and our

ancestors?" The purpose here is to induce and build up

anger and possibly revenge.

You would have observed this plienomenon in

the Bosnian conflict, the N Ireland conflict, almost

anyone conflict if only you care you study them

carefully and objectively. Sinn Fein literally means "wc

ourselves" a group created to exonerate and revive the

pride of the true Irish people who have been the victims

of discrimination.

External control versus Independence. Another

perspective leaves us to interpret all these developments

in the sense making the step from colonization and

external control to independence and self-government
The separation and individuation if you likc of a separatc

group identity

I
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The way to stay united then is to find a suitable
'rrcmy" who can be all the bad things we are not. By
m:rjecting all the bad things onto others we can deny
r,e have any bad instincts in us. In a sense, as one of
i-'rerican colleagues asks t'do we need enemies?" at all
::;:es with the aim of making ourselves look good.

The dichotomy must be sharp, a case of all or
:r.:rt.e. You had better not see any good in the enemy or
:.en imagine they have good and bad qualities - even
'*Jeeming features. Those who do are branded disloyal
.r :raitors. If we do acknowledge some good, this is
-:.skv because it would mean we are not diametrically
:::t'erent from them. Such sentiments would only
--eutralize or dissolve the hate which keeps us apart.

Therefore, a common hate - a reason for which we
:r: all threatened - can bring us together. Recently the'-]? and PA felt they were beginning to understand
:*ch other. But this was because they were beginning
:.: :ee that they had a common enemy - but it didn't last
,-nO_"E'

Unless one keeps up stirring hate the conflict
urul the will to fight will fizzle out. Consequently we find
r-l kinds of ways to attract recruits with rewards of
-:mmissions, appeals to loyalty and heroism, the
;portunity to save the motherland, fatherland,

:reserve territorial integrity, the traditional homelands,
* iatever. Our idealization and adoration of war heroes
r rlso a reminder of what the soldiers are doing for us

.i:ainst those we dislike. And we must be constantly
-:ninded about what the "enemy", "those people".
&hat they have done to our shrines, our cemeteries,
,J $Omen,our ancestors, our land.

A common hate. This idea of a common hate can

:e found to bind families or certain sections of a clan.
iitose people "apoy ! eyagollo" are not to be recognized,
:$r": to be seen with in the same place. Hence when there
: a wedding or funeral in the family, some might be

-eard to say "if they are coming we are not going" .

It is equally so for a common love, a co..r?rron
religion, a common philosophy or profession can help
us becomebonded, to focus on what we have in common
and dismiss our minor differences. Also, because we
become equal in the eyes of a God or the leader of a
group, we don't need to compete with one another and
fight among ourselves.

I must say something about people attracted to
the armed forces. Joining the army is not an easy
adjustment. When a person joins the military he joins
the military family. For this he must sacrifice his
"specialness" and individuality for his membership in a
special group. In this group it is assumed that everybody
is "loved" equally and taken care of equally. For the
advantages of belonging to this special group there
has to be a corresponding loss of individuality - you
can't have both.

In military training it is also necessary to inculcate
an aversion to the feeling of shame and the noble idea
ofhonor. This is necessary for the soldier to be able to
perform in a reflex but disciplined manner and to stay
steadfastly in the fighting mode rather than give into a

"selfish" self-preservation urge to run away from the
battleground. A coward is one who deserts the army or
runs away from the battlefront.

I realize that I have touched on a number of
different topics but my aim has been to stimulate your
thinking on some of the emotional dimensions of
conflict, and in your context, armed conflict which might
not have occurred to you.

I hope the following presentation will illustrate
some of the points more clearly. Thank you.

After a Discussion the Vote of Thanks was
proposed by Maj. Gen. Chandra Abeyaratne.



WORKING PAPER PREPARED BY LIEUTENANT GENERAL
J. E. D. PERERA ON BEHALF OF ARFRO AND SUBMITTED

TO THE GOVERNMENT AND OPPOSITION BY O.P.A.

Some measures for ending the present Armed Conflict and Ethnic Disharmony

National Objective

l. It is perceived that the overall objective of the
majority of the Sri Lankans is national unity and
the preservation ofthe sovereignity and territorial
integrity of Sri Lanka.

2. There are two obstacles to achieving this
objective viz the ongoing armed conflict between
the State's security forces and the Tamil Tigers
and the ethnic problem particularly vis-a-vis the
majority Sinhala community and the Tamil
community. Both these matters are inter-related
and have to be dealt with in parallel.

3. Our Association which comprises 34 professional
bodies is deeply concerned about the prevailing
violence; the loss of life and limb; the destruction
of property; the moral degradation of society;
adverse effects on the national economy and the
trauma caused to the younger generation in
particular. We therefore urge the political
leadership to rise above petty party politics, ignore
irritants and forge ahead jointly in a statesmanlike
manner to find solutions to overcoming the
obstacles which prevent Sri Lanka from being a
united sovereign state.

Suggestions

4. Whilst our membership does not claim to have
expertise in "Conflict Resolution" we venture to
make suggestions having studied the manner in
which other countries resolve similar problems.

TheArmedConflict

5. Since 1983, vast resources of manpower and
material havebeenexpended in the Armed Conflict
without any signs of it coming to an end.

6. The 'fall out' from this conflict has been
adversely affecting all segments ofsociety and it
was evident from the polling pattern in the
recently held Presidential Elections that the vast
majority of people.want an end to this conflict.
However, we are conscious of the fact that
"conflict resolution" and "peace making" are

easier said than done.

7. As a first step in this direction we suggest the
establishment of a "National Security Assessment

Committee" comprising the government and the
opposition with the President chairing such a

committee which should not be more than six
other persons. This committee has to consult and

be advised by the Security Authorities and other
experts. The tasks envisaged for this committee
are to :-

a) Assess the ground realities of the conflict.

b) Assess the options open to weaken the
'rebel forces' and bring them to the
negotiating table and adopt courses of
action towards this end.

c) Assess the ways and means by which
gainful employment can be given to those

in the rebel forces and any government
troops that have to be demobilised.

d) Assess the position regarding
decommissioning of illegal arms and work
out modalities for their disposal.

e) Work in close liaison with any international
experts on conflict resolution in all the above

matters.

8. Based on these assessments the government must
make use of a facilitator to negotiate with the

leadership of the L.T.T.E. It is noted with
satisfaction that the Norwegian Government
which has considerable experience in this field
has already been invited to perform this role. It
will be prudent to also keep in close touch with
the Government of India when negotiations
commence because of the obvious "spill over"
effects of such negotiations with our closest giant
neighbour.

The Ethnic Problem

9. It would appear that constitutional reform seems

to be the remedy to correct those features in the
present constitution which savour of
discrimination against certain sections of the Sri
Lankan society and for the devolution of power.

10. The "Package" presented by the government
does not seem to fulfil the aspirations of many
political parties, although it is noted that the main
opposition party has recently agreed to work with
the government in this connection.

11. We are of the opinion that constitution making is
not the prerogative of politicians alone and we
therefore recommend the early establishment of a



"Constituent Assembly" comprising
representatives of ALL registered political parties;
religious bodies, professionals and business
chambers. This "Constituent Assembly,, can meet
under the chairmanship of the Minister for
Constitutional Affairs, having two or three retired
Chief Justices as advisers and be given a time
frame of about three months in which to finish
the task. The politically ..acceptable 

package,,
presently being discussed can be the basis.

12. Ifall consenting political parties include in their
manifesto at the next ..General 

Election,, their
agreement to this reformed constitution, then an
endorsement from the people at elections can
eliminate the need for a separate ..referendum,,

on the constitution. The new constitution can
then be made effective along with the
promulgation of the new parliament thereby
streamlining the political process.

Civil Society

13. The fact that Law and Order is deteriorating is
obvious. Molence is on the increase. Whilst
enforcement of Law and Order is of paramount

importance to remedy these maladies, civil society
has also to provide ways and means of improving
civic consciousness amongst the public. peace
is a by-product of good gou"*ur"".

14. The O.P.A. proposes organising a series of
programmes in all three languages to be publicised
over the print and electronic media to educate the
public on the true meaning of democracy and the
need for people to lead a more disciplined and
peaceful life style.

Conclusion

15. The O.P.A. believes thar these simple,
straightforward and easily formulated proposals
will provide Sri Lanka with stability and make it
possible to forge ahead with development in this
new millennium. The overall objectives of the
people to live in a united Sri Lanka must always
be borne in mind, and all action focused towards
that goal.

(This paper was prepared in August 2000 and
submitted before the General Elections in
October 2000)



A VISION FOR SRI LANKA 2O2O

THE PRIVATE SECTOR PERSPECTIVE

(Presented by CueNona J,qyenerNe Chairman Chamber of Commerce)

An eminent economist and analyst of
contemporary history looking back at Sri Lanka in the

year 2020 had this to say about the past 20 years.

"The pearl of the Indian Ocean celebrated
yesterday 7 2 y ears of independence, the I 8'h year after

the cessation of hostilities between Tamil militants and

Government forces 17 years of unprecedented economic

growth and the first independence day after Mr. Kandiah

Anandarajan took office for a second six year term as

thePresident of the 65,000 square kilometre island of 22

millionpeople

Economic growth at an annual average of over
8Vo for 17 years had propelled the per capita income
from G(Global) $ 850, intheyear2000 to G$3800 in 2019.

Over the past 20 years, tourist arrivals had increased

tenfold, life expectancy had moved up from 70 years to

80 years, IT literacy hadjumped from lVo to'757o and

households with cybernet connections had grown to
607o . With over 20 Fellows of the Royal Society (FRS)

the country boasts that it has the highest number of
FRS per million population in Asia Pacific.

For a country that was torn by civil strife,
unabated crime and a near economic collapse that saw

307o of listed companies and 10 out of the 26 banks file
for bankruptcy barely 20 years ago, the 73'dyear ofpost
independence self rule dawned with continued
assurance for prosperity and a new hope. The speaker

of the lower house Mr. Mohamed Imthiaz, a respected

Muslim who neutralised a fundamentalist sect that raised

its head in the Eastern Province, was leading in the race

for the post of UN Secretary General.

What was the miracle that transfornted Sri l-anka

from a war torn country where average income was

less tlrut G$2 per day per person at the beginning of
the new milLennium to cl prosperous, tranquil nation

of a muhi etlmic society?

Political R.eformation

Following the historic meeting the leaders of the

two main political parties had in Oslo, in 2001 at the

invitation of the Norwegian Fore{gn Minister to work
jointly in seeking a solution to the civil conflict in the

North and the East that had ravaged the country for 18

years and the political leaders vowed not to destroy the

economy and law and order situation in the country in

exercising their right to seek office.

The Declaration following the Oslo meeting

committed the two leaders to work within a political
framework where all policies had to receive the

consensus of the main political parties to support each

others efforts to share power with the rebels in the North

within a unitary state and to accept international
mediation to settle the conflict. Smaller political parties,

clergy, trade unions and civil society leaders welcomed
and supported this network and alliance of consensual

politics never before witnessed in the island of Sri Lanka.

The new governance framework made it possible

for the government to prepare its development plans

with a long-term vision, rather than winning votes at

the next election. In decision making the Government

adopted a policy of the nation first, people and societl'

second, sectorial interests third and the interests ofthe
individual the fourth priority.

ln 2002 the Government secured the support of
all political leaders in Provincial Councils and local
government bodies to eliminate unnecessary layers of
governance and to create a flatter governance structure

that promote efficiency and effectiveness and to create

a flatter governance structure that promoted efficiencl'
and effectiveness in the consumption and investment

ofpublic and private resources, avoided duplication of
effort and eliminated waste.

Legal Reforms

Constitutional reforms were made to strengthen

the multi party democratic system, to grant freedom of
expression and to uphold the right of every citizen to

engage in any lawful profession, trade or business.

Legal systems protecting fundamental rights,
consumer and civil rights, property rights and equality

of all citizens were adopted. Laws to strengthen
enforceability of contracts and promote expeditious
administration of justice were enacted.

The constitution was changed to create a

Constitutional Council comprising the Prime Minister,

72



Leader of the Opposition, Leader of the House, Minister
of Constitutional Affairs, Chairman of the Chief
Minister's committee and two retired judges of the

Supreme Court and Court of Appeal appointed by the

President in consultation with the Chief Justice.

The Constitutional Council formed as an

independent body above party politics carefully
selected and nominated persons to the Judicial Services

Commission, Public Services Commission, Police

Commission and other such Commissions and to hold

office as Bribery Commissioner, Auditor General and

Elections Commissioner and ensured the independence

and effectiveness of the Judiciary, Public Service, Police,

Department of Elections and the Audit Office.

All constituent parties in Parliament adopted a

self-regulating set of rules of conduct to eliminate
corruption, political interference and other opacity
factors.

Public Sector, Finance and Administration

Sri Lanka Government prepared its first balance

sheet in 2002 implemented a priority base budgeting

and quarterly measurement and correction procedure

to control public expenditure in 2005 and introduced a

performance assessment and competitive reward system

for public servants the same year. These measures were

backed by a voluntary retirement scheme and Internet

enabled payments and approvals systems for
Government Departments that reduced the workforce

in public service by 707o.

Economicreforms

The private sector liberated from exchange and

import controls way back in 1977 was given a boost 25

years later in20O2 to operate free ofpolitical favours

without fear of appropriation of property and free of the

uncertainty that prevailed on Government policy
relating to taxation, investment rules, trade, commerce

and commercial laws.

Development plans were evaluated strictly
applying the priority assessment: nation first, people

second, sectoral interest third and individual fourth,

All plans therefore had to demonstrate the long-term

benefits to the pcoplc, protection of the environment

and the careful exploitation of natural resources such

as minerals, gems and resources in the extended

economic zone of the sea.

The stock market index that had declined from
I 375 in 1994 to 400 in year 2000 continued to slide. The

far reaching reforms in the political system, t"gul ,yrt"*,
economic policies, accounting rules and regulatory
reforms introduced under crash program supervised

personally by the President during the next three years

positioned the country to develop its capital market

and the stock market poised for take-off when in 2003

the Colombo Stock Exchange took a bold step to merge

with the Mumbai Stock Exchange. The success of the

Free Trade Agreement. f"TA) with India entered into in
the tear 2000, the early implementation of the reforms
proposed by the core group on capital market
development in 2001 and the transformation of the

accounting and auditing fraternity in the two countries

to faithfully adopt international standards on
Accounting and Auditing paved the way for this merger

and the unprecedented growth of the stock market.

What happened since 2003 to the stock exchange is

now history and Sri Lanka's strategies had been since

adopted by many a stock exchange to revive themselves.

Infrastructure Development

Sri Lanka developed Telecommunications, IT and

other infrastructure facilities from around the turn of
the century. It had a vision to enhance bandwidth to

enable the IT industry to compete with South Asian
and East Asian countries. Two major initiatives to
produce IT graduates bore fruit as early as 2002 and Sri
Lanka was producing over 2,000 competent IT
professionals by the year 2003.

The international harbour in Trincomalee was

developed to handle vessels of over 6,000 TEU with the

latest technology and support infrastructure.
Trincomalee emerged as one of the eight mega hubs for
transshipment cargo in the world, with a significant share

of transshipment containers handling in South Asia,

The Colombo port and Southern port of Hambantota

were developed under BOO projects. Privatisation of
container terminals and other port facilities made Sri
Lanka's ports the most competitive in the region.

The Highways Development program launched

with ADB assistance and with BOO projects eased the

pressure on the city of Colombo and paved the way for
the development of the southern cities of Galle and

Hambantota. Kandy in the central hills. Trincomalee in
the eastern coast and Jaffna in the North.

Sectoral Development

Sri Lanka identified early its advantages and

competitive position to select the industry sectors with
the best potential for development. These included



tourism, geriatric care, medical services, shipping and

port facilities, information and communications
technology, financial services and value added exports

especially in tea, rubber, garments, gems, jewellery and

ceramics.

With the re-establishment of law and order, Sri
Lanka developed and effectively marketed its potential

for eco-tourism, tourism built around meditation and

development of the mind (based on the philosophy of
the Theravada Buddhism), cultural sites, resorts around

beaches in the Southern and Eastern coasts, to attract

the top end of the tourist market. Tourist arrivals
excceded 5 million in 2019.

The leisure industry developed personnel needed

for caring of the elderly in related hospitality services.

The natural friendliness of the people of this land, the

culture ofrespecting and caring for elders, warm tropical

climate and tranquillity appealed to the ageing
population of developed countries of the West and Sri
Lanka developed a large service industry in caring for
the elderly.

Western and Ayurvedic medical facilities
developed along with the hospitality trade and Sri Lanka

became a centre for specialised medical treatment.

Sri Lanka has become the processing and value
adding centre in South Asia for resources extracted from

the sea.

Sri Lanka has become the most favoured nation

in Asia for IT enabled services transferred out of the

developed West.

Sri Lanka as the financial services centre and now
caters to the needs of the entirety of the SAARC region,

being preferred over Mumbai and ranks next to Hong

Kong and Singapore in the entirety of Asia Pacific.

E<lucational Reforms

After 40 years of neglect, English was

reintroduced as a medium of instruction in public and

private schools in the year 2000. It was made the official
language for trade and commerce from 2003. Educational

refbrms brought about by the Universities Act of 2001

gave greater autonomy to State owned Universities and

permitted private Universities to operate. Today, ten of
the top fifty Universities in the Asia Pacific region are

in Sri Lanka. The medical school at Peradeniya is ranked

the third best and the business'school in Sri
Jayawardenapura is ranked fifth in order of merit in Asia

Pacific. The IT Faculty of'the Moratuwa University uas

overall seventh in ranking in Asia Pacific.

Educational reforms and the thrust of the

development of the IT industry made Sri Lanka a centre

ofexcellence for higher learning and research. Several

of the leading Research Institutions in the world and a

significant share of the NGO's operating in Asia Pacific
regions have located their headquarters in Sri Lanka.

Free Trade Agneement

The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with India
entered into in 2000 made Sri Lanka a window for the

large Indian market and attracted over global $ 1,200

million in investment in 2003. This figure rose annually

due to the success of the collective efforts discussed

earlier. TheFree Trade Agreement with Pakistan, which
followed the Free Trade Agreement with India made Sri

Lanka the medium for Indo-Pakistan trade.

LabourReforms

Until20[.2, Sri Lanka lost its competitiveness due

to archaic labour laws introduced in the latter half of the

20th century. With the support of the Opposition parties

and trade unions, the Government introduced new
legislation to-

Require secret balloting by unions and a majority
vote to resort to industrial action,

Permit termination of employment for indiscipline,

redundancy or other commercial reasons,

Pay proper compensation for termination of
employment,

Make industrial sabotage a punishable crime and

hold labour unions accountable for any economic losses

suifered by organisations due to such industrial action.

In 2005 all minimum pay requirements were
removed and the labour market was freed to operate on

supply and demand. Soon actual wages rose in line
with gains in productivity. The result was a vast
improvement in competitiveness and the real income of
the workforce."

PRESIDENT'S INDEPENDENCE DAYADDRESS IN
2020

President Kandiah Anandarajan on the 72nd
Independence anniversary exhorted the need to sustain

the economic growth and prosperity, which the country



-:r cr-.lt-r\ed in the last ten to fifteen years. He stated
--:: rtenn' years ago, our land would have not
' --.tned that a citizen from the minority community
' *:,'ills x,ould be elected President to lead a team of

-: . artd deLicated politicians from all communities

' :.', tn unwavering commitment to develop the country

---: nrake it a great nation".

Private sector vision for Sri Lankain2020

The private sector of Sri Lanka envisions that it
* .. operate in Sri Lanka in 2020, in an environment that -

Sri Lanka will be recognised rhroughout the world
:!l-

* democratic country,
* non-aligned nation,

* country at peace and in a mutually rewarding
economic arrangement and harmonious
relationship with its neighbour India.

* unitary state with an efficient and effective
governance framework with power devolved to
provinces,

* country where people of all races, religious
beliefs and social status live in peace and
harmony,

* country where equality is assured for all Sri
Lankans irrespective of race, religion, language,

caste, gender or political affiliation,
* country where law, order and security is upheld

to guarantee the freedom of association and

basic human liberties,

* country which maintains an independent and

modern judicial system,

* country where independence and freedom from
political interference is guaranteed for the
Officers of the Judiciary, Police, Media,
Govemment's Administrative Service and in the

Armed Forces in the discharge of their duty to
the cominunity at large.

x state where a vibrant democracy with a bi-
partisan consensual political culture prevails,

x country with a vision and a long term national
plan,

x safe and secure investment destination,
* country that has significant niche competitive

opportunities for investment in trade, industry,

services and commerce,

* tourist paradise,

* centre for Buddhist philosophy learning and
practice, with indigenous medicine offering
curative properties for mind and body ro gain
state of peace and equilibrium,

x geo-politicaily important state for regional
strategic interests of powerful nations of the
world.

x the most admired, advanced and developed
country in the third world.

The people enjoy a standard of living consistent
with the more advanced economies of Asia, with ever
reducing relative income disparities amongst the
members of society.

A stable macro-economic environment prevails
with-

* an annual GDP growth not less than g7o in the
past 20 years raising the per capita GDp to over
US $ 4,000 with potential for conrinuous growth
thereafter,

* annual defence spending less than 2Vo ofGDp,
* annual budget deficits less than 4Vo of GDp,
x a current account surplus annually and healthy

balance of payments situation,

x annual inflation less than 5%,

x levels of unemployment and under employment
less than 57o,

x GDP contributions coming from a well
distributed base with dominant contributions
from services and manufacturing sectors,

* a vibrant goods and services exports sector
leading the way to a healthy and sustainable
trade balances,

* healthy balance of payments, foreign reserves

and interest covers, healthy domestic savings
over3OTo ofGDP,

x healthy domestic savings over 3OVo of GDp,
* control free operation of both capital and

revenue transfers in foreign exchange,

. * the formal economy accounting for more than
80% of the GDP,

The development of the nation and improved
living standards lead to, less rhan 107o ofthe population
ofSri LanJ<a being below the poverty line and less than
l57o of the population not having satisfactory housing
and safe drinking water supplies and sanitary
conditions.



The social indices expressed in the form ofinfant
mortality, life expectancy and literacy rates and the

human development index match the best in the

developed nations of Asia.

Infrastructure support in Sri Lanka are assessed

as internationally competitive and meets the need of
the foreign and local investotu and civil society.

Sri Lanka becomes South Asia's trad.ng and

services hub with financial services, IT enabled services,

sea and airports providing a significant competitive

advantage.

Sri Lanka's private sector is networked via

Chambers of Commerce and Industry and operates in

clusters with significant sharing of resources and

services for competitive advantage and contributes to

not less thanl57o of the GDP.

Sri Lanka has significant market share for its
branded key value added exports.

A PIPE DREAM OR A REALITY

Was the private sector dreaming or hallucinating

of the development in Sri Lanka over 20 years to the

year2O2O.

Macro-economic and social perspectives set out

above are believed to be realistic and achievable,

provided all segments of Sri Lankan society, comprising

political, religious and ethnic leaders, private
entrepreneurs, professionals, academics, trade unions

and leaders of civil ,o""rr, network with commitment

of purpose to accept and implement with accountability

the way forward strategy is set out as a historical
perspective in 0.0.

The missing link from the present chain of events

early in the 21st century are clearly the commitment -

of all forces to join together with a common

purpose,

to develop a 20 year National Economic plan,

for action strategising and implementation with

accountability,

effective for good guidance by all in leadership

positions, placing the nation first, people and

society second, sectorial interests third and the

interests ofthe individuals fourth, for sharing and

caring for all stockholders of society who are

networked in the initiatives for long term nation

building.

THE WAY FORWARD

The private sector comprising of all Chambers of
Commerce, Industry and Employer Organisations have

in the year 2000 developed the annexed Way Forward

Strategy to realise the dream of all Sri Lankans to live in

a harmonious and prosperous society before the dawn

of 2020 and this strategy forms a part and parcel of the

vision of the private sector for Sri Lanka in the year

2An.

March 01,2001.


